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Saguaro cactus virus (SCV) and Turnip crinkle virus (TCV) are two plant 
positive-strand [(+)-strand] RNA carmoviruses that serve as model systems for 
studying long- and short-distance RNA:RNA interactions required for essential viral 
processes in host cells. Our search for conserved 3’ cap-independent translational 
elements (3’ CITE) in the carmovirus genus led to the discovery of a Panicum mosaic 
virus-like 3’CITE (PTE) in seven carmoviruses, including SCV. We found that the 
SCV PTE participates in  long-distance kissing-loop  interactions with hairpins 
located in the p26 open reading frame (ORF) of the genomic RNA (gRNA) and in the 
5’ untranslated region (UTR) of the small subgenomic RNA (sgRNA2), and  
promotes efficient translation of both gRNA and sgRNA2  reporter mRNAs in plant 
protoplasts. For nearly all PTE-containing carmoviruses, a 5’ hairpin that participates 
in a kissing-loop interaction with the PTE is found in conserved locations in the 5’ 
ends of the gRNA and sgRNA2. We found that moving the 5’ hairpin 27 nt closer to 
  
the 5’ end had only a minimal effect on both  gRNA and sgRNA2 translation. 
However, moving the 5’ hairpin further in the direction of the 5’ end had a 
detrimental effect.   
The higher order structure of the TCV 3’ region is supported by a complex 
network of canonical and noncanonical medium- and short-distance RNA:RNA 
interactions that modulate many critical viral processes. We investigated several 
second-site mutations in the coat protein (p38) ORF that arose in response to a 
primary-site mutation (m21) located in critical 3’UTR hairpin H4.  All tested second-
site mutations were compensatory with a partial reversion of m21 (TCV-rev1).  
Selective 2’-Hydroxyl Acylation analyzed by Primer Extension (SHAPE) structure 
probing indicated that these second-site mutations in the p38 ORF reside in a separate 
RNA domain (Domain2) and provided evidence for RNA:RNA interactions between 
Domain2 and 3’UTR-containing Domain1. These second-site mutations, however, 
were not compensatory in the absence of p38, the TCV silencing suppressor, or in the 
absence of functional Dicer-like proteins (DCLs) and RNA induced silencing 
complex (RISC). Our results indicate an unexpected connection between a 3’ 
primary-site mutation and the RNA silencing machinery in TCV.   
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Chapter 1: Diverse roles and interactions of cis-acting RNA 
elements in the viral life cycle 
Introduction 
A virus, by definition, is an obligate, intracellular parasite. The discovery of 
viruses as  pathogens smaller than bacteria dates back to 1892 when Russian botanist 
Dmitri Ivanovsky observed that the agent causing tobacco mosaic disease could not be 
filtered by the porcelain filters capable of removing bacteria (1). Positive-strand RNA 
viruses, with 30 families, constitute the largest group of RNA viruses and contribute 
significantly to the global burden of infectious disease leading to loss of many human and 
animal lives as well as loss of economically important crops.  
               Infection by plant (+)-strand RNA viruses differs from that of animal viruses. 
Animal viruses enter host cells via receptor-mediated endocytosis or fusion with the 
cell’s plasma membrane. Plant viruses enter cells following transmission by insect 
vectors or during mechanical injury. No cell surface receptors have been identified for 
plant virus entry. Uncoating of most animal viruses occurs by removal of the viral capsid 
protein either in an acidic environment or through digestion by proteases inside the 
endocytic vesicles of the host cell (2, 3). For many plant viruses, the uncoating event is 
poorly understood. Studies have found that Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) undergoes 
cotranslational uncoating after it enters the cell cytoplasm (4). Following release from the 
capsid, the viral gRNA is translated. Most  (+)-strand RNA viruses utilize non-canonical 
mechanisms of translation, a strategy that allows these viruses to compete with cellular 




Viral replication is a multi-step process that requires the viral encoded RNA-
dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp), other viral proteins and numerous host proteins (6-
11). Binding of viral-encoded proteins selectively to the viral RNA is proposed to switch 
the conformation of the viral RNA from a translationally competent template to a 
replicase competent template (12, 13). Replication takes place in a viral-induced, 
membrane-bound, multi-protein complex known as the viral replication complex (VRC). 
The viral RNA is transcribed into a negative-strand RNA [(-)-strand RNA], which is 
subsequently used as a template for the synthesis of (+)-strand RNA progeny (6, 7, 14-
16). Many (+)-strand RNA viruses produce (+)- and (-)-strands asymmetrically, up to 
100- fold more (+)-strand RNA progeny than (-)-strand (17). This asymmetric nature of 
viral RNA synthesis is a hallmark of (+)-strand RNA viruses and requires multiple host 
factors.  For example, Tomato bushy stunt virus (TBSV) requires host glyceraldehyde 3-
phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) to regulate the asymmetry of RNA synthesis. 
Addition of purified recombinant GAPDH to the GAPDH-depleted yeast cell extracts 
results in increased (+)-strand viral RNA synthesis and asymmetric production of viral 
progeny (18). To express the 3’ proximal ORFs, many (+)-strand RNA viruses generate 
sgRNAs during the late stages of infection, either via premature termination of 
transcription by the RdRp during (-)-strand RNA synthesis or internal initiation on the  
(-)-strand during (+)-strand RNA synthesis (19). These ORFs usually encode structural 
and movement proteins. 
            The newly synthesized (+)-strand RNAs are used either for a new round of 
translation and production of more replicase and structural proteins, or are encapsidated 




RNA sequences that are located either in the 5’ or the 3’ end of the viral RNA (20, 21). 
Animal viruses either bud off from or lyse the host cell, while plant viral progeny move 
from cell-to-cell via plasmodesmata as a nucleoprotein particle that does not require the 
presence of viral coat protein (CP). However, long-distance movement of viral RNA 
through the phloem requires viral CP (22).  
The genomes of (+)-strand RNA viruses are able to fold into complex higher-
order structures via multiple short-and long-distance RNA:RNA interactions. These 
facilitate many basic functions such as translation, replication and evasion of host 
defenses (12, 23) (Table 1). Reports examining the RNA structural organization and 
tertiary interactions of the full-length gRNAs of TBSV, satellite of TMV (STMV) and 
Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) revealed that cis-acting RNA secondary structural 
elements are organized into distinct structural domains of different shapes and sizes 
protruding from a central backbone (24-26). For TBSV, specific inter- and intra-domain 
long-distance RNA:RNA interactions regulate replication, sgRNA synthesis, cap-
independent translation, and ribosome recoding (27-30). In addition, higher order genome 
structure can provide an escape from host defense responses. For example, extensive 
RNA secondary structures throughout a gRNA, known as genome-scale ordered RNA 
structure (GORS), correlates with virus persistence (31). The host RNA silencing 
pathway uses RISC and 20-25-nt small interfering RNA (siRNA) duplexes produced by 
host dicers or DCLs, to target complementary mRNAs for endonucleotide cleavage (32). 
It has been proposed that highly structured viral genomes can provide structural barriers 







Table 1: Names and abbreviations of (+)-strand RNA viruses that have been used in 
Chapter 1 
 
Long-range interactions that connect dispersed regions of the viral genome were 
first discovered in (+)-strand RNA bacteriophages and have subsequently been found in 
Virus Name Abbreviation Family Genus Host 
Barley yellow dwarf 
virus 
BYDV LUTEOVIRIDAE Luteovirus Plant 
Blackcurrent 
reversion nepovirus 
BRV POTYVIRIDAE Nepovirus Plant 
Cardamine chlorotic 
fleck virus 
CCFV TOMBUSVIRIDAE Carmovirus Plant 
Carnation Italian 
ringspot virus 
CIRV TOMBUSVIRIDAE Tombusvirus Plant 
Cauliflower mosaic 
virus 
CaMV CAULIMOVIRIDAE Caulimovirus Plant 
Cricket paralysis virus CrPV DICISTROVIRIDEA Cripavirus Animal/ 
Insects 
Dengue virus DENV FLAVIVIRIDAE Flavivirus Animal 
Foot-and-mouth 
disease virus 
FMDV PICORNAVIRIDAE Aphthovirus Animal 




HIV RETROVIRIDAE Lentivirus Animal 
Maize necrotic streak 
virus 
MNeSV TOMBUSVIRIDAE Tombusvirus Plant 
Melon necrotic spot 
virus 
MNSV TOMBUSVIRIDAE Carmovirus Plant 
Panicum mosaic virus PMV TOMBUSVIRIDAE Panicovirus Plant 
Pea enation mosaic 
virus 
PEMV NOT ASSIGNED Umbravirus Plant 
Poliovirus PV PICONAVIRIDEA 
    Enterovirus  
Animal 
Red clover necrotic 
spot virus 
RCNMV TOMBUSVIRIDAE Dianthovirus Plant 
Saguaro cactus virus SCV TOMBUSVIRIDAE Carmovirus Plant 
Tobacco mosaic virus TMV VIRGAVIRIDAE Tobamovirus Plant 
Tomato bushy stunt 
virus 
TBSV TOMBUSVIRIDAE Tombusvirus Plant 
Turnip Crinkle virus TCV TOMBUSVIRIDAE Carmovirus Plant 
West nile virus WNV FLAVIVIRIDAE Flavivirus Animal 




various (+)-strand RNA viruses infecting eukaryotes (36, 37).  All long-range interactions 
observed to date involve partially or fully complementary base pairing between 
interacting partners (kissing-loop interactions) and are usually located in the apical or 
bulge loop regions within RNA structures (5). Long-range interactions spanning >1000 
nucleotides are less common than short-range local interactions (mostly H-type 
pseudoknots) that help naturally formed RNA secondary structural elements to combine 
and condense (38). These short-range RNA:RNA interactions are equally important for 
fundamental viral processes such as viral gene expression, and genome replication in 
many plant and animal (+)-strand RNA viruses (39). 
Translation of viral proteins 
Canonical translation 
 
In the host, recruitment of the 43S preinitiation complex, which contains 40S 
ribosomal subunit, ternary complex eIF2–GTP–Met-tRNAMeti and additional eukaryotic 
translation initiation factors, to the 5’ end of most cellular mRNAs requires a 5’ cap 
(m7G (5’)ppp) and a 3’ poly-A tail (40).  The 5’ cap is recognized by eIF4E, which is a 
part of the eIF4F complex that also contains eIF4A, eIF4B and eIF4G. eIF4G, a core 
scaffold protein, interacts with another initiation factor, eIF3, to recruit 43S preinitiation 
complex to the 5’ end.  The 43S preinitiation complex then scans in the 3’ direction until 
encountering an initiation codon in an optimal Kozak context. Translation elongation 
begins after 60S subunit joins 40S (40-43). 5’ bound eIF4G also interacts with poly-A 




thereby synergistically enhancing translational efficiency by placing terminating 
ribosomal subunits to the 5’ end for recycling  (44). 
Non-canonical translation 
 As obligate parasites viruses rely on their hosts’ translational machinery for 
translating viral proteins. However, many plant and animal viral RNAs lack a functional 
5’ cap and /or a poly-A tail. Some viruses like influenza, hanta and yeast L-A virus cap 
their viral RNAs by stealing or snatching the 5’ cap from cellular mRNAs (45-48). Other 
viruses have adopted different strategies that do not require a 5’ cap. Some plant and 
animal viral RNAs contain a small viral encoded protein (VPg) at the 5’ end of their 
genome as a functional replacement for the 5’ cap, and, which directly recruits translation 
initiation factors such as  eIF4E and eIF3 (49, 50). Several (+)-strand RNA viruses, 
predominantly animal viruses and some cellular mRNA, which are regulated during 
stress, harbor internal ribosome entry site (IRESs) in their 5’ UTRs as an alternative to 
the cap structure (51, 52). The IRESs are highly structured cis-acting RNA elements 
which recruit ribosomes or ribosomal subunits in the presence or absence of translational 
initiation factors to the vicinity of the initiation codon (53, 54). For example, IRESs of 
FMDV,  PV and HCV require  different combinations of translational initiation factors to 
recruit 43S preinitiation complex, but the CrPV IRES  recruits 43S complex independent 
of any initiation factors (52). Plant viruses, which have short 5’ UTRs, harbor RNA 
structural elements known as CITEs at the 3’ ends that confer cap-independent translation 
(5). Many IRESs and CITEs require long-range RNA-RNA interactions connecting the 5’ 




IRES-mediated translation that requires long-distance RNA:RNA interactions 
  
 FMDV utilizes 5’IRES to recruit the 43S preinitiation complex directly to the 
initiation codon. Studies have found that a long-distance RNA:RNA interaction between 
the IRES and a region of the 3’UTR enhances IRES-mediated translation initiation (55). 
Additionally, the 3’UTR also engages in a long-distance RNA:RNA interaction with the 
apical loop of a 5’ terminal hairpin, known as the S-region, to  modulate viral replication. 
The 3’UTR does not participate in these two interactions simultaneously, suggesting they 
are mutually exclusive events in the viral life cycle (55). 
The highly structured HCV IRES directly recruits the preinitiation complex to the 
initiation codon via its highly conserved domains II, IIId and IV (56, 57). Recent reports 
suggest that the HCV 3’UTR can stimulate IRES-dependent translation in cell culture 
(58, 59). The HCV 3’UTR interacts directly with both the 40S ribosomal subunit and 
eIF3, and may stimulate translation by transferring  bound components to the 5’ end via a 
long-distance interaction that occurs between the apical loop of helix IIId and a bulge 
loop of hairpin, 5BSL3.2, which is located in the 3’-proximal coding region (60). 
Interestingly, the same bulge sequence of 5BSL3.2 also participates in a short-range 
RNA:RNA interaction with an apical loop sequence of a nearby sequence (61). The 
terminal loop of 5BSL3.2 can base-pair with a 3ʹ  structural element, SL2, located in the 
3ʹ UTR, which may modulate genome replication (62). The interactions of 5BSL3.2 
within the 3’ end and across the genome likely coordinate a complex mechanism used by 
HCV to progress through its life cycle (63).  
IRESs in plant viruses 
 




the genome is covalently linked to a small protein (VPg).  While VPg binds to initiation 
factors eIF4E and eIFiso4E, it is not known if this interaction influences translation. 
Instead, an IRES in the 5’UTR can recruit 40S ribosomal subunits possibly by direct base 
pairing with the 18S rRNA. This interaction has been shown to be important for 
translational enhancement in vivo (64, 65). Interestingly, this IRES can recruit  eIF4G 
directly or indirectly (66), and the proposed closed loop structure  is maintained by  an 
interaction between  eIF4G and  PABP  bound at the 3’ end. The 5’UTRs of RNA1 and 
RNA2 of BRV also have IRES activity. These IRESs can initiate translation internally 
due to proposed complementarity with the 18S rRNA (67, 68). Additionally, 5’ and 3’ 
translation elements of both of these RNAs can participate in long-distance RNA:RNA 
interactions (68, 69). In PFBV, an internal IRES is proposed to direct translation of the 
CP  from the gRNA (70).  This early expression of CP counteracts the host RNA 
silencing defense mechanism to establish an infection. The majority of the CP is 
produced from sgRNA2 during the later stages of infection.  
CITE-mediated translation usually requires a long-distance RNA:RNA interaction 
 
             Many (+)-strand plant viruses harbor CITEs within or near the 3’UTR of their 
genomes to confer translation efficiently from the 5’ end (5, 71, 72). These cis-acting 
CITEs are predominantly found in plant viruses belonging to the Tombusviridae and 
Luteoviridae families. To date, seven different types of CITEs have been identified in 6 
genera of plant viruses (5) (Figure 1). Although 3’ CITEs have diverse secondary 
structures, most serve a similar purpose of recruiting translation initiation factors or 
ribosomes in a structure and/or sequence-dependent manner and by communicating with 




nearby coding region. This 5’-3’ interaction facilitates the delivery of either 3’ bound 
initiation factors or ribosomes to the 5’ end, which results in ribosome entry at or near the 
5’ end of the genome (5, 71, 72), followed by scanning in the 3’ direction to the initiation 




Figure 1: Sequences and secondary structures of 3’ CITEs in six genera of plant 
viruses 
(A) STNV TED, known as STNV-2. (B) BYDV BTE. (C) TBSV Y-shaped CITE. (D)  I-shaped 
CITE of MNSV. (E) PTE of PMV. (F) T-shaped structure of TCV. Boxed bases are known or 
predicted to form long-distance RNA:RNA interaction with complementary sequence located at 
the 5’ end of their genomes. Adapted with minor modification from (72). 
 
The first CITE was discovered in the STNV 3’UTR, and is known as TED 
(translation enhancer domain) (Figure 1A). The TED of STNV, a long stem loop 
structure with multiple bulges, preferentially binds the eIF4F complex (76). Mutagenesis 




the apical loop of a 5’ terminal hairpin is not necessary for the TED function (77). It is 
possible that artificial constructs that were used for the in vivo study do not contain 
additional coding sequences of STNV necessary to support the function of the kissing-
loop interaction. It has been proposed that a protein-mediated bridge of 5’UTR-43S-eIF2-
eIF3-eIF4F-TED complex may form resulting in repositioning of  the TED element to the 
5’ end (75). The STNV CITE confers cap-independent translation in vitro when moved to 
the 5’UTR or even when located within a coding region (75) of an uncapped reporter 
mRNA, suggesting that the TED-mediated cap-independent translation is position 
independent. 
The BTE-type (Barley yellow dwarf translational element) CITE of BYDV is one 
of the best characterized 3’ CITEs and can be found in all members of the luteovirus, 
dianthovirus, necrovirus and umbraviruses  genera (5, 76) (Figure 1B). While BTEs vary 
in length, they share common features such as a multi-helix junction and a highly 
conserved 17 nt long sequence (77). The BTE preferentially binds to the eIF4G subunit 
of the eIF4F complex and facilitates cap-independent translation initiation by 
participating in a long-distance RNA:RNA interaction that takes place between the apical 
loop  of a stable stem-loop (SL-III) of the BTE and a complementary loop (BCL) in the 
5’UTR of the gRNA (71, 77, 78).  While mutating a single base in either of the two 
interacting sequences reduces translation efficiency, a compensatory mutation  designed 
to restore the 5’-3’ interaction restores the translational efficiency (71). The BTE can also 
direct translation of sgRNA1 of BYDV, which codes for CP, by participating in a long-
distance kissing-loop interaction with a BCL located in the 5’ UTR of sgRNA1(79).  




when the BYDV 5’-3’ RNA:RNA interacting sequences was substituted with  DENV 
sequences that promote base-pairing between the 5’ and 3’ ends (80). This suggests that 
the BTE is functional as long as communication between the 5’ and 3’ ends is 
maintained. When the BTE was moved to the 5’UTR, the 5’ interacting sequence was no 
longer required for cap-independent translation, indicating that a general role for the 
long-distance base pairing is to position the 3’ CITE-bound eIF4G  proximity to the 5’ 
end (81). An upstream out-of-frame AUG or 5’ extension of the 5’UTR, which increase 
the distance between the BCL and the 5’ end, reduces  translation efficiency, suggesting 
that the BTE relies on  5’ end-dependent ribosome scanning and prefers that the BCL is 
located at the 5’ end (80).  
             The Y-shaped 3’CITE (YSS) of TBSV and CIRV is conserved in all but two 
tombusviruses (Figure 1C). This type of CITE is characterized by a large Y-shaped 
branched structure consisting of three major helices. Compensatory mutational analyses 
have shown that a long-distance RNA:RNA interaction between the loop and stem of SL-
B of the YSS and a T-shaped replication element in the 5’UTR is essential for translation 
enhancement (82, 83). The CIRV YSS interacts with eIF4F and its isoform. This CITE 
can  be functionally replaced with heterologous CITEs such as the I-shaped and PTE-type 
3’ CITEs  without any significant  loss in translation or replication efficiency, suggesting 
that  these 3’ CITEs  are interchangeable as long as they can maintain long-distance 
RNA:RNA interaction with the 5’ end (84). Similar to the BTE, upstream out-of-frame 
AUGs reduce YSS-mediated translational efficiency, suggesting that translation initiation 
is dependent on 5’ end ribosome scanning. However, unlike the BYDV BTE, initiation is 




  The smallest CITEs of all, the ISS of MNeSV and MNSV (tombusvirus and 
carmovirus, respectively) has been shown to preferentially interact with the eIF4E 
subunit of eIF4F (Figure 1D). A model has been proposed suggesting that interaction 
between the 3’ CITE and 5’UTR modulates delivery of the 3’ bound initiation factors to 
the 5’ end of the genome subsequently facilitating recruitment of the 43S preinitiation 
complex (73). It has been shown that the 5’UTR/3’ I-shaped 3’CITE of MNSV and 
eIF4F form a complex in vitro, in support of this model. In addition, ribosome toe 
printing  has  demonstrated that while bound to eIF4F, the I-shaped CITE can 
simultaneously base pair with the 5’ UTR and recruit ribosomes to the 5’ end  of the viral 
fragment (73). Direct genetic evidence for the interaction between the I-shaped CITE of 
MNSV and eIF4E has been shown in melon. A single amino acid change in eIF4E 
renders the I-shaped CITE less effective as a translational enhancer and makes melon 
resistant to MNSV infection. Interestingly, this resistance is overcome by compensatory 
mutations in the MNSV I-shaped CITE that correspondingly restores translational 
activity of the element (86, 87). 
             A unique CITE in TCV, forms an internal T-shaped structure (TSS) consisting of 
three hairpins and two pseudoknots (Figure 1F).  The TCV TSS interacts with the 60S 
subunit or 80S ribosome in vitro independent of any translation factors  (88)    . For this 
CITE, no base pairing between the TSS and 5’UTR has been found. The 5’-3’ synergistic 
enhancement of translation has been proposed to occur by bridging between 40S, which 
binds to the 5’UTR, and 60S, which binds the TSS (89).  Within the known 16 




In seven other carmoviruses, a phylogenetically conserved PTE-like CITE was identified 
(90). 
               The PTE class of 3’CITEs was  originally identified in the panicovirus PMV 
(91)  and later in the umbravirus  PEMV (92) (Figure 1E).  Characteristics of the PTE 
structural components include a lower supporting stem followed by a bulged helix (G-
rich bulge) and a three-way branched structure with two hairpins (Figure 1E). The PEMV 
PTE functions as a translational enhancer by recruiting eIF4E. A high-resolution 
structural model suggests that a pseudoknot that forms between a G-rich bulge and C-rich 
sequence at the three-helix junction of the PTE is critical for eIF4E recruitment to the 
PTE (92, 93). Unlike most other CITEs, the PEMV PTE does not participate in a long 
range RNA:RNA interaction with the 5’ end. Instead, an adjacent upstream  element, the 
kl-TSS, engages in a long-distance RNA:RNA interaction with a 5’ proximal hairpin 
located in the p33 ORF  thereby circularizing the viral genome (94). Interestingly, the 
same kl-TSS can also bind 60S ribosomal subunits. Binding to the ribosomal subunit and 
participation in the long-distance RNA:RNA interaction can occur simultaneously, 
suggesting that these two events are compatible (95). It is possible that the kl-TSS- 
mediated long-range RNA:RNA interaction is  beneficial for PTE’s activity, as PTE 
bound eIF4E can be  positioned proximal to the 5’ end via this interaction (95). 
Alternatively the eIF4E bound to PTE may help to recruit ribosomes to the kl-TSS. 
Long-distance interactions that are required for ribosomal recoding 
 
The genomes of  (+)-strand RNA viruses often utilize ribosomal recoding via stop 
codon readthrough or frameshifting as  strategies to translate C-terminal extended protein 




the +1 or -1 directions relative to codons in the zero reading frame. A heptanucleotide 
slippery sequence at the site of the frameshift and an RNA structural element, usually an 
H-type pseudoknot, positioned a few nucleotides downstream from the frameshifting site 
promote this process (96). In addition to these elements, BYDV requires a long-distance 
RNA:RNA interaction between an internal bulge of a  stem loop adjacent to the 
frameshift site and the terminal  loop (or nearby sequence) in a 3’ terminal stem loop to 
facilitate -1 frameshifting. This frameshifting event produces the viral RdRp (97). Similar 
to BYDV, a small stable stem-loop structure in the 3′ UTR of RCNMV RNA1 is required 
for efficient − 1 frameshifting.  The apical loop of this stem-loop structure promotes 
frameshifting via base-pairing with the bulge of an element located  adjacent to the 
slippery site (98). 
During stop-codon readthrough, ribosomes recode stop codons as sense codons 
and continue on with translation. This gives rise to a protein isoform with an extended C-
terminus. Similar to ribosomal frameshifting, the efficiency of readthrough is regulated 
by RNA structural elements as well as sequences adjacent to the stop codon (99). In  
CIRV, stop codon readthrough that generates the viral RdRp requires a long-distance 
RNA:RNA interaction between an RNA bulge, known as the proximal readthrough 
element (PRTE), and a sequence  in the 3’ UTR known as the 3’ distal readthrough 
element (DRTE). Interstingly, the DRTE is part of a RNA molecular switch  coordianting 
translation and replication of the virus (29). The long-distance RNA:RNA interaction 
facilitating readthrough that expresses the viral RdRp is predicted for all genera of the 
Tombusviridae including the genus carmovirus. In TCV,  the loop of a 3’ terminal 




loop of a readthrough stimulatory element (RSE) located adjascent to the stop codon. 
This interaction facilitates readthough of the 5’ proximal ORF and generates the viral 
RdRp (29).  
Long-distance RNA:RNA interactions modulate viral replication 
The replication of (+)-strand RNA viral genomes occurs via synthesis of a 
complementary (-)-strand RNA, which in turn is used as a template for the production of 
progeny (+)-strand RNA genomes. The viral RdRp must initiates (-)-strand synthesis at 
the 3’ end of the viral genome (10). Multiple reports suggest that RNA sequences and 
structures that facilitate (-)-strand synthesis are not just limited to the 3’ end of the viral 
genome but can be located in both 5’ and 3’ ends and as well as in the viral coding region 
(10). Additionally, recent reports suggest that circularization of the viral genome via 
interaction between the 5′ and the 3′ end is necessary to initiate (-)-strand RNA synthesis 
(100, 101).  Several members of the genus flavivirus, including DENV, WNV and YFV 
have complementary sequences at the 5’ and 3’ ends of their viral genomes and utilize 
genome circularization for replication (100). Three sets of long-distance RNA:RNA 
interactions between 5’-3’ upstream AUG region (UAR), 5’-3’ downstream AUG region 
(DAR) and 5’-3’ cyclization sequence in the DENV genome have been proposed to 
circularize the viral RNA genome and facilitate initiation of the (-)-strand synthesis (102, 
103). RdRp binding assays have shown that  RdRp is recruited by a 5’ terminal hairpin, 
SLA, and it has been proposed that genome circularization repositions the bound 5’ end   
RdRp to the 3’ end where it initiates (-)-strand synthesis (104).  
Similar to the Flavivirus replication scheme, initiation of  (-)-strand synthesis in 




3 kb upstream from the 3’ end. This internal replication element recruits viral RdRp to 
the viral genome (105).  A long-distance RNA:RNA interaction between the upstream 
and downstream linker sequences within the TBSV genome has been proposed to 
facilitate transfer of the RII-recruited RdRp close to the 3’ end of the genome (28, 106).  
RII-like internal replication elements are well conserved across the genera in the 
Tombusviridae family. It is likely that other members might utilize similar mechanism for 
genome replication (28, 107).  
Long-distance interactions required for sgRNA transcription 
Many (+)-strand RNA viruses produce 3’ coterminal sgRNAs to enhance 
expression of 3’ proximal ORFs. Three different mechanisms have been postulated for 
the production of sgRNAs: internal initiation on a (-)-strand RNA template, which 
requires an internal subgenomic promoter; premature termination, which takes advantage 
of the prematurely terminated (-)-strand that is used as a template for sgRNA production; 
and discontinuous RNA synthesis, which utilizes the discontinued (-)-strand RNA as a  
template for sgRNA production (19). Some viruses that use premature termination or 
discontinuous RNA synthesis require long-distance RNA:RNA interactions to generate 
sgRNAs.  
TBSV produces two sgRNAs, sgRNA1 and sgRNA2, via a premature termination 
mechanism during viral (-)-strand synthesis (108, 109).  It has been proposed that 
premature termination of sgRNA synthesis is facilitated by forming a higher-order 
structure via long-distance RNA:RNA interactions between an activator and receptor 
sequence (AS-RS) located  upstream of each sgRNA start site (109, 110). This higher-




prematurely. The plant virus RCNMV, with its bisegmented genome, uses premature 
termination to transcribe sgRNA from RNA1. An intermolecular RNA:RNA interaction 
between RNA1 and RNA2 has been proposed to play a role in  prematurely terminating 
(-)-strand synthesis from the (+)-strand template of RNA1 (111).   
Using the TCV system to study medium- and short- range RNA: RNA 
interactions 
TCV, a member of the genus carmovirus, has been used extensively as a model 
for studying diverse roles and interactions of cis-acting RNA structural elements during 
viral translation and replication. The 4054 nt TCV gRNA has a 63 nt 5’UTR followed by 
5 overlapping ORFs (Figure 2A) (112, 113).  The 5’ proximal ORF encodes replicase-
associated  protein p28 and ribosomal-readthrough product p88,  the viral RdRp (114).  
p8 and p9 movement proteins are translated from the 1.72 kb sgRNA, and p38, the TCV 
coat protein is translated from the 1.45 kb sgRNA (113). p38 is a multifunctional protein, 
forming  virions, serving as an effector of virus resistance (115), and mediating 
suppression of virus accumulation by the virulent satellite RNA satC (116).  p38 also 
functions as a silencing suppressor (117)  and targets multiple components in the host 
RNA silencing pathway. It binds to double stranded RNA (dsRNA) in a size-independent 
manner and likely inhibits the processing of dsRNA to viral small (vs) RNAs (118, 119).  
In addition, it can directly interact with AGO1 and AGO2, which are the essential 
catalytic components of the RISC, and are major effectors of antiviral defense. 
Interaction of p38 with AGO1 is proposed to inhibit loading of host miRNAs and 
vsRNAs into RISC, which affects homeostasis of DCLs in Arabidopsis thaliana, via 






Figure 2: Complex interactions within the 3’ region of TCV 
(A) Genome organization of TCV.  The gRNA and two sgRNAs are depicted.  
(B) Canonical and non-canonical interactions near the 3’ end of TCV. Interactions generated by 
examining structural changes in response to specific mutations are shown in blue lines. 
Interactions generated by the location of second-site mutations are shown in green.  Location of 
the TSS 3’CITE is shown. Hairpin names are boxed. 
 
TCV is associated with  a small  satellite RNA, satC, which is only 356 bases long 
and shares its 3’ 166 bases with 3’ sequences of TCV (124). Since satC is a noncoding 
RNA, it serves as a model for identifying homologous sequences and/or structures in 





phylogenetic, and computational analyses have identified several key structural elements 
in the 3’ terminal region of TCV, which includes the 3’UTR and part of the 3’ proximal 
p38 ORF.  
3’ terminal tail, Ψ1 and Pr hairpin 
With the exception of GaMV, the 3’ UTRs of all carmoviruses, including TCV, 
contain a very stable terminal hairpin at the 3’ terminus, known as Pr. Pr and its adjacent 
3’ terminal tail have been identified as the core promoter for (-)-strand synthesis based on 
the  analysis of a similar hairpin in satC. It was found that this core promoter of satC was 
able to direct transcription of an  RNA template unrelated to TCV in the presence of  
purified RdRp in vitro (125). Mutational analyses of satC Pr showed that size and 
sequence of the Pr loop region could be flexible but stability of the stem is important for 
satC accumulation in vitro and in vivo (125, 126). The 3’ terminal tail sequence of satC is 
6 nt long and contains three terminal cytidylates residues. Deletion of the three terminal 
cytidylates resulted in an increased in vitro transcription of full-length satC and many 
aberrant products (127, 128). Solution structure probing of satC RNA containing this 
three base deletions supported genetic data that three consecutive guanylates in the large 
symmetrical loop (LSL) of H5 pairs with the three terminal cytidylates. Single point 
mutations that disrupt this potential interaction resulted in increased in vitro transcription 
while the compensatory mutation that restores this interaction resulted in wt levels of 
transcripts (127). These results indicated that the higher order structure that forms 
between the H5 LSL and the 3’ terminus (pseudoknot Ψ1) represses the levels of (-)-
strand synthesis as well as  facilitate 3’ end recognition by the RdRp (127).   Unlike the 




additional upstream viral sequences in vitro (129, 130). The TCV Pr loop modulates 
ribosome recoding and RdRp synthesis by participating in the long-distance RNA: RNA 
interaction with the bulge loop of RSE. This is  the only known long-distance RNA:RNA 
interaction in the TCV genome (29). Mutations in the TCV Pr loop reduced in vitro 
transcription of a 3’ truncated fragment in the presence of purified recombinant RdRp 
and radioactively labelled nucleotides in vitro. In vitro electrophoretic mobility shift 
assays showed that certain Pr loop mutants have reduced affinity for RdRp binding (131). 
This suggests that the TCV Pr is also important for TCV replication. The Pr loop 
mutations  enhanced translation of a luciferase reporter construct containing the 5’UTR 
and 3’400 nt of TCV, suggesting that Pr loop sequence has a positive effect on translation 
initiation (131). 
H4a, H4b and H5 and two pseudoknots Ψ2 and Ψ3  
 mFold-predicted structure of the full-length satC gRNA revealed that the 3’ 
terminal 140 bases of satC contains a series of hairpins (H5, H4b and H4a) in addition to 
Pr. Solution structure probing confirmed the existence of these hairpins in satC (132). 
Immediately upstream of Pr is phylogenetically conserved hairpin H5. H5 of TCV 
contains an upper stem (US), a lower stem (LS), a large symmetrical loop (LSL) and a 
stable apical loop. This H5 is similar to the SL3 hairpin of TBSV and is proposed to 
function as a RdRp chaperone in TCV  (88, 133).  
The MPGAfold folding program predicted two juxtaposed hairpins (H4a and 
H4b) located upstream of H5. The terminal loop of H4b forms a pseudoknot (Ψ2) with a 
sequence just downstream of H5. This pseudoknot is phylogenetically conserved in four 




(134, 135). In TCV, the apical loop of H4a participates in an H-type pseudoknot (Ψ3) 
with adjacent upstream sequence (88, 134).  For satC the formation of this pseudoknot 
(Ψ3) is important but the exact role is unknown (130).  
The TSS, which functions as a 3’CITE, consists of Ψ3, Ψ2, H4a, H4b, and H5  
(88, 89). Ψ3   is an important part of the TSS as disruption of this pseudoknot resulted in 
reduced translation of a reporter construct in vivo (89). An A-rich linker region just 
upstream of Ψ3 in TCV has been found to be critical for virus accumulation. Mutations in 
the A-rich region in TCV have been shown to  negatively affect both transcription in 
vitro and translation of luciferase reporter constructs in vivo (13).  Solution structure 
probing suggests that this A-rich region interacts with Ψ3 and stabilize it (13, 130). This 
is supported by single molecule force spectroscopy studies (M.T.Li and A.E.S 
unpublished). 
A second-site mutational approach along with in-line structure probing analysis 
has revealed that the TCV 3’ terminal elements participate in a complex network of short 
range, non-canonical RNA:RNA interactions. In addition to canonical interactions, these 
short range interactions  support an integrated higher order structure of the TCV 3’ end 
(136). In-line structure probing analysis showed that disruption of one element may alter 
the structure of the other if they are connected via RNA:RNA interactions. For example, 
a mutation in Ψ3 affected the structure of the adjacent adenylates and vice versa (13). 
Mutations that disrupted Ψ3 also altered the cleavage pattern in the Pr loop sequence, 
suggesting that the Pr loop sequence is likely associated with the Ψ3/H4a region of the 
TSS (13). Structure probing data suggested that the H5 LSL residues can participate in 




as well as with a sequence in H4TL via  Ψ1 and  Ψ4 respectively (13). A single point 
mutation in the TCV 3’ terminus sequence that disrupted Ψ1 affected the structure of 
non-Watson-Crick interactions across the H5 LSL and altered the structure of H4TL and 
H4AL sequences (13). Among the 3’ elements, H4 occupies a central position in this 
network of structural interactions. H4 is located upstream of the TSS and is critical for 
viral accumulation through a yet unknown role in both replication and translation (Figure 
2B) (13). In-line structure probing of a transcript containing a point mutation in H4AL 
altered the structure of the H4TL sequence and reduced the stability of Ψ4 (13). A three-
base alteration in the H4TL sequence also affected the structure of H4AL, suggesting that 
non-canonical interactions connect these two critical H4 loops (13). Addition of purified, 
recombinant RdRp caused a widespread conformational change affecting nearly all 
elements throughout the 3’ region, including the structure of H4AL, supporting evidence 
for an integrative, higher order structure in the region (13).   
 The higher order structure of the 3’ end of the TCV genome was further 
supported by a genetic screening method. This method screens for second-site changes 
that compensate for detrimental primary-site mutations, and thus identifies putative 
interacting regions in RNA viruses. Second site mutations that arose in response to the 
primary site mutation in H4AL were found in the Pr stem and loop sequences (131). In-
line structure probing showed that changes in the Pr loop sequence structurally altered a 
base in the H4 upper stem and three bases in the stem of H4b, suggesting that Pr loop and 
H4AL participate in a complex network  of RNA:RNA interactions with each other and 
with H4b (13, 137). Specific mutations in H4TL and upstream A-rich region significantly 




mutations that arose in response to primary-site mutations in H4TL and A-rich region 
were found in the Pr stem region, H4b stem and in the upper stem region of H3 (136).  A 
number of many of these second-site changes in the TCV 3’ end were able to compensate 
for primary-site mutations (136).  Many second-site changes that arose in response to 
several different 3’ UTR primary-site mutations were scattered throughout the 3’end 
region, although many were found in specific cluster, and most of them compensated for 
structural changes and restored virus accumulation.  This suggests that the primary 
mutations were not disrupting a specific interaction, but rather were affecting a more 
general RNA conformation that was critical for virus viability (136). Second-site 
mutations in response to several different 3’UTR primary-site mutations were also 
located within the p38 ORF, but whether or not these distal changes were compensatory 
had not been investigated. 
Thesis plan 
Circularization of cellular and viral mRNAs is an important event prior to 
translation initiation. The PTE of PEMV is a weak 3’ CITE as it does not engage in a 
required long-distance RNA:RNA interaction (92). In chapter I, I report that the PTE of 
SCV, a model carmovirus, confers cap-independent translation by participating in long-
distance RNA:RNA interactions with hairpins located in the p26 ORF and in the 5’UTR 
of the small sgRNA and this interaction correlates with translation efficiency. Similar 
PTE in six additional carmoviruses have the potential to participate in long-distance 
RNA:RNA interactions  with 5’ hairpins located in comparable positions. In chapter II, I 
examine the hypothesis that conserved positioning of PTE-interacting hairpins is 




           Overall the 3’ end of TCV maintains a higher order structure with many canonical 
and non-canonical short- and medium-range interactions both within the 3’ end and 
upstream in the p38 ORF. In chapter III, I examine several p38 ORF second-site 
mutations that arose in response to primary mutations in H4AL and report the unexpected 





















Chapter 2: Long-distance kissing-loop interactions between a 3’ 
PTE and apical loops of 5’ hairpins enhance translation of SCV1 
Introduction 
Most research on translation of cellular and viral RNAs concentrates on the 
5’UTR, where assembled pre-initiation complexes composed of 40S ribosomal subunits, 
met-tRNA and translation factors including multisubunit eIF4F recognize the 5’ cap, and 
then scan in the 3' direction for the first initiation codon in a good context (40, 41).  Many 
animal (+)-strand RNA viruses lacking 5' caps contain IRESs in their 5’UTRs to confer 
cap-independent translation. Plant viruses have short 5’UTRs (10 to 200 nt) and the 
elements that enhance cap-independent translation have been found mainly in the 
3’UTRs (5, 138).  Most 3’ CITEs recruit translation initiation factors or ribosomes in a 
structure and/or sequence dependent manner and engage in a long-distance kissing-loop 
interaction with a hairpin near the 5’ end (5, 72). Delivery of either 3’ bound ribosomes 
or initiation factors to the 5’ end via a long-distance RNA:RNA interaction results in 
ribosome entry at or near the 5’ end of the genome, followed by scanning in the 5’ 
direction (71, 81, 94, 95). 
In the carmovirus genus, TCV and CCFV have combinations of hairpins and 
pseudoknots that are required to adopt a TSS-like structure (88).  The TCV TSS functions 
as a 3’ CITE by binding to the P-site of 60S ribosomal subunits. (88, 89). For the TCV 
TSS, no complementary sequence near the 5’ end of the genome has been found. The 5’-
                                                 
1Modified from: Long-Distance Kissing Loop Interactions between a 3' Proximal Y-Shaped Structure and 
Apical Loops of 5' Hairpins Enhance Translation of Saguaro Cactus Virus. Maitreyi Chattopadhyay, 




3’ synergistic enhancement of translation has been proposed to occur by bridging 
between 40S, which binds to the 5’UTR, and 60S, which binds the TSS (89).  
In contrast to TCV and CCFV, a phylogenetic search for conserved secondary 
structures in non-TSS carmoviruses found that 7 out 16 contain a PTE-type 3’ CITE that 
is similar to a translational enhancer described for PEMV (92) and PMV (91). Among the 
7-PTE containing carmoviruses, an infectious clone was available only for SCV. 
Therefore, using SCV as a model carmovirus, in this chapter, I report that unlike the 
PEMV PTE, the SCV PTE engages in long-distance RNA:RNA interactions with 5’-
proximal sequences in the gRNA and sgRNA2, and promotes cap-independent translation 
of reporter mRNAs in plant protoplasts.  
Materials and methods 
Generation of constructs   
Single-luciferase reporter construct T7-Fluc was the progenitor for the translation 
constructs. The 5’ end of this construct contains a T7 promoter, followed by BamHI and 
SacI restriction sites into which 5’ gRNA or sgRNA fragments, generated by PCR, were 
inserted. SCV 3’ fragments were introduced downstream of the Fluc coding region using 
PmlI and SspI restriction sites. Oligonucleotide-mediated site-directed mutagenesis was 
used to generate point mutations.  All constructs were verified by sequencing. 
Small-scale plasmid DNA isolation 
Bacterial cells (DH5α) from 6 ml overnight culture were collected in an 
Eppendorf tube and subjected to centrifugation at 13,000rpm for 20 sec. The supernatant 




glucose, 25 mM Tris (pH 8), 10 mM EDTA (pH 8)].  Following addition of 1 volume of 
solution II (1% SDS, 0.1 M NAOH) the tube was gently inverted several times and 
incubated at room temperature for 5 min. Upon addition of solution III (3 M KOAc, pH 
4.8) the tube was vigorously mixed and centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 5 min at room 
temperature. The supernatant was collected into a new tube. An equal volume of 
phenol/chloroform was added and the tube was mixed vigorously, followed by incubation 
at room temperature for 5 min. After centrifugation at 13,000 rpm for 10 min, the 
aqueous layer was precipitated by adding 1/10 volume of 3M NaOAc (pH 5.3) and 2.5 
volumes of 100% ethanol at -80oC for 30 min. After centrifugation at 13,000 rpm for 30 
min at 4oC the supernatant was discarded and the pellet was washed with 70% ethanol, 
air dried, and resuspended in 100 µl of autoclaved distilled water. 
In vitro RNA synthesis using T7 polymerase  
 Eight micrograms of luciferase reporter constructs linearized with SspI were 
mixed with 6 µl of 100 mM DTT, 12 µl of ribonucleotide mix (5 mM of each nucleotide), 
12 µl of T7 RNA polymerase buffer (125 mM NaCl, 40 mM MgCl2, 10 mM spermidine, 
200 mM Tris-HCL, pH 8.0), 0.5 µl of RNAase Out ribonuclease inhibitor (20 U/µl: New 
England Biolab), 3 µl of T7 RNA polymerase, and water to a final volume of 60 µl. The 
reaction mixture was incubated at 37oC for an hour. The reaction was phenol extracted 
using phenol/chloroform in 1:1 volume, vortexed vigorously and then subjected to 
centrifugation at 13,000 rpm for 10 min at 4oC. The aqueous layer was collected in a 
fresh tube without disrupting the interphase layer and was ethanol precipitated in 1/10 
volume of 3M NaOAc (pH 5.3) and 100% of ethanol at -80oC for 30 min. After 




pellet washed with 70% ethanol, air dried and resuspended in 100 µl of sterile distilled 
water. 
Protoplast preparation, inoculations and measurement of luciferase activity 
Protoplasts were generated from callus cultures of Arabidopsis thaliana ecotype 
Col-0. The calli were generated from sterilized seeds grown on MS agar plates containing 
Murashige-Skoog salts, 4.3 g/L, 3% sucrose, 1X vitamins/glycine, 0.5 mg/L kinetin, 0.5 
mg/L 2,4 D, 1% agar, pH 5.8.  1X vitamins/glycine contains 1 mg/L nicotinic acid, 10 
mg/L thiamine HCL, 1 mg/L pyridoxine, 0.1 mg/L myoinositol, and 4 mg/L glycine. The 
calli were incubated in a growth chamber and passaged every 21 days.  
 Protoplasts were prepared from calli beyond the 3rd passage. Calli were collected 
in a sterile Petri dish containing 10 ml cold 0.6 M mannitol and broken into pieces using 
a Pasteur pipet. Calli and mannitol were collected into a 50 ml tube and incubated at 
room temperature for 20 min with shaking. Calli were collected after centritfugation 
(Beckman GPR-type swinging bucket) at 2000 rpm for 5 min at room temperature. The 
collected calli were transferred into a sterile bottle containing 50 ml of freshly prepared 
protoplasts isolation medium (PIM), 0.5 g cellulase (12,000 U/g) and 0.1 g of pectinase 
(3150 U/g) (Calibiochem, La Jolla, CA) enzymes. PIM was made with 4.3 g/L MS salt, 
0.1 M sucrose, 3 mM MES, 0.5 M Mannitol, 5 mM CaCl2 , 1 mg/L thiamine-HCl, 0.5 
mg/L nicotinic acid and 0.1 g/L myo-inisitol, 0.2 mg/L 2,4-D, 0.2 mg/L kinetin and 25 
mM KOH, pH 5.8. The bottle was then wrapped in aluminum foil and incubated at room 
temperature for 4 h with shaking at 100 rpm. 
The turbid solution was filtered through a 53 µM nylon mesh (Small Parts), 




and the protoplasts were washed three times with cold 0.6 M mannitol to remove any 
residual PIM solution. After centrifugation, collected protoplasts were resuspended in 100 
µl 0.6 M mannitol and counted using a microscope and hemicytometer. For each 
transfection, 7 x 106 cells were used. Protoplasts were transfected with 30 µg of uncapped 
luciferase reporter transcripts, 10 µg of uncapped transcripts containing a Renilla 
luciferase (Rluc) reporter as an internal control, 8 µl of 1 M CaCl2 and 2.17 µl of 50% 
PEG (prepared in 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5) in a final volume of 430 µl. The mixture was 
incubated at 25oC for 40 sec, followed by addition of 30 µl 0.6 M mannitol/ 1 mM CaCl2 
and incubation on ice for 15 min. The cells were collected by centrifugation at 1000 rpm 
for 5 min at 4oC. After three washes with 20 ml of 0.6 M mannitol/1mM CaCl2, 
protoplasts were resuspended in protoplasts culture medium (PCM, 4.3 g/L MS salt, 0.1 
M sucrose, 3 mM MES, 0.4 M mannitol, 1 mg/L thiamine-HCl, 0.5 mg/L pyridioxine-
HCl, 0.5 mg/L nicotinic acid and 0.1 g/L myoinositol, 0.2 mg/L kinetin and 25 mM KOH, 
pH 5.8) and incubated at 25oC for 18 h in the light. For full-length virus protoplasts were 
kept in dark for 40 h. 
Luciferase assays 
 
Cells were collected after 18 h by centrifugation at 13,000 rpm for 30 sec. After 
removal of growth medium completely, the pallet was resuspended in 1X passive lysis 
buffer (Promega).  The tubes were vigorously mixed and incubated at room temperature 
for 2 min, followed by centrifugation at 13,000 rpm for 5 min at 4oC. Supernatant was 
collected in a new tube.   Luciferase assay reagent (LAR) and stop and glow reagent 
(SGR) were prepared according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Promega). The 




96-well plates according to the protocol recommended by the manufacturer. Briefly, 
injector 1 was set to dispense 50 µl of LAR to read the Firefly luciferase activity and 
injector 2 was set to dispense 50 µl of SGB for reading the Renilla luciferase activity. For 
each measurement 15 µl of cell lysate was dispensed into each well of a 96-well plate.  
The plate was inserted into the luminometer and initiated to read. Firefly luciferase data 
were normalized to Renilla luciferase data and final luciferase activity was calculated by 
taking the average of three replicates. 
Northern blotting using RNA gels 
Five micrograms of total RNA extracted from protoplasts was mixed with an 
equal amount of 2X formamide loading buffer (prepared by mixing 800 µl of formamide 
and 200 µl of 10X formamide gel-loading buffer (50% (v/v) glycerol, 1 mM EDTA, pH 
8.0, 0.25% bromophenol blue, 0.25% xylene cyanol). The mixture was heated at 65oC for 
5 min and snap cooled on ice followed by electrophoresed through a 1.2% non-
denaturing agarose gel. The gel was then soaked in a 6% formaldehyde solution with 
gentle shaking for 1 h. The formaldehyde solution was decanted and the gel quickly 
washed with distilled water. The gel was soaked  in  a 10X SSC solution containing 0.15 
M NaCl and 0.015 M sodium citrate for 30 min. RNA was transferred to a nitrocellulose 
membrane  overnight by a capillary transfer method. The membrane was washed briefly 
with 10X SSC and then placed, upside down, on an UV light box (short wave) for 
crosslinking for 2 min. The membrane was dried at 80oC for 5 min.  
 For detection of luciferase mRNAs, the membrane was pre-hybridized for at least 
1 h at 42oC in 30% (v/v) formamide pre-hybridization solution.  Pre-hybridization 




EDTA), 10X Denhardt’s reagent (50X Denhardt’s reagent  contains 1% ficoll, 1% 
polyvinylpyrrolidone, 1% Bovine Serum Albumin), 0.2% SDS, 0.2 mg/ml freshly 
denatured salmon sperm DNA and 50% formamide. 
 During the pre-hybridization incubation, oligonucleotides were labeled at the 5’ 
end using γ32P-ATP and T4 polynucleotide kinase (NEB) according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions. The kinase reaction was incubated for 30 min at 25oC and was purified using 
Microspin G-25 columns (GE Health Care) following the manufacturer’s instructions. 
The purified labelled oligonucleotides were then added to the pre-hybridization solution 
and incubated for 8 h at 42oC. After hybridization, the prehybridization solution was 
decanted. The blot was washed in a high salt solution containing 6X SSPE and 0.1% SDS 
for 10 min, then washed in a low salt solution containing 0.1X SSPE and 0.1% SDS for 
15 min at 42oC. The membrane was checked for radioactive signal and covered with a 
plastic wrap and subjected to autoradiography.  
 In-line probing 
RNA fragments subjected to in-line cleavage were generated by PCR. A T7 RNA 
polymerase promoter was incorporated at the 5’ end of each fragment during PCR. In-
vitro transcribed RNAs were purified by agarose gel electrophoresis, dephosphorylated 
using Antarctic phosphatase (NEB), labeled at the 5’ end using γ32P-ATP and T4 poly 
nucleotide kinase (NEB) and then re-purified through 5% polyacrylamide gels. Labeled 
fragments were denatured at 75oC and slow cooled to room temperature. In-line cleavage 
reactions were performed at 25oC by incubating 5 pmol of labeled RNAs in in-line 
cleavage buffer [50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.5), 20 mM MgCl2] for 14 h. For competition 




labeled fragment (5 pmol), and the combined fragments were subjected to in-line 
cleavage as described above.  RNA cleavage ladders were produced by incubating 5 pmol 
of 5’ end-labeled RNA  in a solution containing 1 µg yeast tRNA, 50 mM 
NaHCO3/Na2CO3 (pH 9.2), and 1 mM EDTA for 5 min at 95oC. To  generate RNase T1 
digest ladders, 5 pmol of denatured 5’ end-labeled RNAs were incubated in 1 ng yeast 
tRNA, 20 mM sodium citrate (pH 5.0), 1 mM EDTA, 7 M urea, and 1 U RNase T1 
(Ambion) for 2 min at 25oC. All reactions were ethanol precipitated and resuspended in 
acrylamide gel loading buffer II (Ambion). Before electrophoresis, fragments were 
heated at 95°C for 2 min, and then snap cooled on ice. Electrophoresis was performed 
through 8 M urea, 8% or 10% denaturing polyacrylamide gels followed by 














Table 2: Constructs used in Chapter 2 
Name Description 
Construct A Single F-Luc  flanked by  5’39 and 3’224 
Construct B Single F-Luc  flanked by 5’39 and  3’400 
Construct C Single  F-Luc  flanked by 5’80 and 3’ 224 
Construct D Single  F-Luc  flanked by 5’125 and 3’224 
Construct E Single  F-Luc  flanked by 5’125 and 3’400 
Construct F Single F-Luc  flanked by 5’39 and 3’ 224 nt random 
Construct G Single F-Luc  flanked by 5’sgRNA2 137 and 3’224  
Construct H Single F-Luc  flanked by 5’sgRNA2 137 and 3’400 
Construct I Single F-Luc  flanked by 5’sgRNA2 137  and 3’ 400 nt random 
[3’343] 3537 Construct H  with 3’343 bases  
3591 Construct H with  3’289  bases  
3650 Construct H  with 3’230 bases  
3704 Construct H  with 3’176 bases 
[3’127] 3753 Construct H  with 3’127 bases 
PTE H1 stem GC 
to GG 
Construct H with G to G change at the 5’ side  
PTE H1 stem GC 
to CC  
Construct H with G to C change at the 3’ side  
PTE H1 stem GC 
to CG 
Construct H with GC to CG change 
sgH1 apical loop 
GC to CG 
Construct H with GC to CG change 
PTE H1 apical 
loop GC to CG 
Construct H with GC to CG change 
CG +GC in 
construct H 
A GC to CG in the apical loop of PTE H1+GC to CG in the apical loop of sgH1 
gH3 apical loop C 
to G 
Construct E with C to G change  




GC to CG 
PTE H1 apical 
loop G to C  
Construct H with G to C change 
CG+GC in 
construct E 













































Table 3: Oligonucleotides used in Chapter 2 
Name Position Sequence Polarity 
F1 3537-3558 CATGAC CACGTG CGAGTTCTGACTCAAAGTGCGG + 
F2 3591-3612 CATGAC CACGTG  
GTTCCATTGTTTCTACTACTGTA 
+ 
F3 3650-3704 CATGAC CACGTG CTGTGAGGGGACCTACCCAC + 
F4 3704-3723 CATGAC CACGTG GGCGAGGTAGGGCAGAAGAG + 
Fluc-down- 
Ase1 
3399-3417 GCAATAAACCAGCCAGCCG - 
SCV R 3879-3859 CATGAC AATATT GGGCGGGAGAGGTCCCTAAGG - 
SCV5’g-
UTR-BamH1 
1-23 CATGGGATCCGGGTAAGCTGCTGAATGCTT ATC + 
SCV5’g-
UTR-Sac1 
114-125 CATG GAGCTC ATGCGCCAATTGCAGGCCTG - 
C107G  95-122 CAGTGGGGCTGGGAGGCCTGCAATTG + 
C107G  95-122 CGCAATTGCAGGCCTCCCAGCCCCACTG - 
G3676C 3664-3685 ACCCACTGTGCTCCCACACAGG + 
G3676C 3664-3685 CCTGTGTGGGAGCACAGTGGG - 
G3671C 3654-3680 GAGGGGACCTACCCACTCTGCTGCCAC + 
G3671C 3654-3680 GTGGCAGCAGAGTGGGTAGGTCCCCTC - 
C3682G 3673-3692 GCTGCCACAGAGGAACTTCC + 
C3682G 3673-3692 GGAAGTTCCTCTGTGGCAGC - 
T7-5’gUTR 1-17 TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGTAAGCTGCTGAATGC + 
5’g-125-R 106-125 ATGCGCAATTGCAGGCCTG - 
GC107CG 95-122 CAGTGGGGCTGGGAGGCCTGCAATTG + 
GC3676CG 3664-3685 ACCCACTGTGCTCGCACACAGG + 
GC3676CG 3664-3685 CCTGTGTGCGAGCACAGTGGGT - 
Underlined letters indicate mutated bases; Italic letters are restriction enzyme sites;”+” and “-“indicate 








 SCV contains a 3' PTE that spans the CP termination codon    
The genome organization and putative structure of the 3'UTR of SCV are shown 
in Figure 3.  SCV, as with most carmoviruses, encodes five proteins that are translated 
from the gRNA and two sgRNAs.  The viral replicase p86 is the ribosomal readthrough 
product of p26. sgRNA1 is a bi-cistronic mRNA for expression of p6 and p9, which are 
movement proteins. sgRNA2 codes for CP. The RNA structure in the SCV 3’ region is 
based on computational predictions using mFold (139) as well as phylogenetic 
comparisons with other members of the carmovirus genus.  The 3' terminal hairpin, 
designated "Pr" according to TCV terminology, is similar to 3' terminal hairpins found in 
15 of 16 carmoviruses (131), and is the core promoter for transcription of complementary 
strands for the TCV satellite RNA, satC (125). The 3' penultimate hairpin, H5, also found 
in 15 of 16 carmoviruses (131), contains a large internal symmetrical loop with sequence 
identical to that of TCV.  All carmoviruses that contain H5 are capable of forming a 
pseudoknot between the 3' side of their H5 large symmetrical loops and 3' terminal 
residues (140).   Just upstream of H5 is hairpin H4b, and hairpins in similar locations are 
present in 14 of 16 carmoviruses (131).  Unlike TCV, SCV does not likely contain 
sequence capable of forming the stable pseudoknot that connects the apical loop of TCV 
H4b to sequence adjacent to the 3' base of H5.  Additionally, SCV does not contain a 
hairpin just upstream of H4b known as H4a (88).  In TCV, H4a, H4b, the missing 
pseudoknot and an additional pseudoknot that links H4a to adjacent, upstream sequence, 





Figure 3: The SCV system 
(A)  Genome organization of SCV.  
(B) Putative secondary structure in the 3’UTR of SCV.  The PTE is partially within the CP ORF 
(green sequence).   Pr, H5 and pseudoknot ψ1 are conserved in carmoviruses.  Most carmoviruses 
also have H4b.  H5 and H4b in TCV are part of the TCV TSS. US, upper stem; AL, asymmetric 
loop; LS, lower stem.  
(C) The similar PTE of PEMV, which is known to bind to translation initiation factor eIF4E.  
(D) The PTE of PMV, previously determined to be a 3’ translation enhancer. 
 




supporting stem of 6 to 7 bp (US), a large asymmetric loop (AL) in the central region of 
the stem at the base of the hairpins that contains four consecutive guanylates flanked by 
adenylates, and a lower stem (LS) with a small symmetrical loop (Figure 3B-D).  The 
PEMV and PMV PTE reside entirely within their 3’UTRs while the SCV PTE spans the 
termination codon of the CP ORF.   
Efficient translation of SCV reporter constructs requires UTRs and coding 
sequences from the 5’ and 3’UTRs  
 To determine if the SCV PTE is a translational enhancer and/or to identify other 
possible translation elements in SCV, we generated a single luciferase (FLuc) reporter 
construct containing either viral or random 5'- and 3'- sequences and assayed for 
luciferase activity in Arabidopsis thaliana protoplasts co-transfected with a control 
luciferase (RLuc) construct and luciferase levels assayed 18 h later. As shown in Figure 
4A, construct A containing the precise SCV 3’UTR (includes only a partial PTE) and 
precise gRNA 5’UTR (39-nt) was 3.3-fold more efficient at translation compared with a 
construct containing the gRNA 5'UTR and a random 3' sequence (compare constructs A 
and F).  Extension of the SCV 3' sequence to contain upstream coding sequence (400 nt 
total) that includes the full-sized PTE, did not significantly improve translation directed 
by the gRNA 5'UTR (compare constructs A and B).  Since this result suggested that 
additional 5' sequence might be required for functioning of the PTE (or other 3' element) 
as a translational enhancer, the 5' sequence was extended into the p26 ORF to position 80 
or 125.  While extension of 5' sequence to position 80 did not improve translation of the 
reporter construct containing the 3' 400 nt (Figure 4A, construct C), extension to position 
125 enhanced translation by 75-fold when the construct contained the extended 3' 




gRNA 5' 125 nt was enhanced by a more modest 4-fold over the exact 5'UTR when the 
precise 3'UTR was present (compare constructs A and D).  These results suggest that 
efficient translation mediated by gRNA 5' sequences requires coding sequences at both 
ends of the viral genome.   
 
Figure 4: Identifying sequences that are required for translation in SCV 
(A) gRNA constructs contained either the gRNA 5’UTR (1-39 nt) or extended 5’ sequence (1-80 
or 1-125 nt) at the 5’ end and either the exact 3’UTR (positions 3656-3879), extended 3’ 
sequence (positions 3480-3879; 400 nt), or 223 nt of random sequence at the 3’ end.   Short pink 
box denotes partial PTE element, with the larger pink box labeled “PTE” denoting the full-sized 




regions are p26 and CP ORF sequences, respectively. Transcripts were inoculated into A. thaliana 
protoplasts along with a control R-Luc construct and luciferase levels assayed 18 h later. Standard 
deviation in three replicate experiments is shown.   
(B) sgRNA2 constructs contained the exact 5’UTR (positions 2484-2620) at the 5’ end  and either 
the 3’UTR, 3’400 nt, or 400 random nt at the 3’ end.   
(C) Deletions were constructed in construct H, containing the 5’UTR of sgRNA2 and 3’ 400 nt.  
Black lines represent remaining sequence.   Identities of two fragments (3’343, 3’127) used in 
subsequent experiments are denoted. Positions of PTE, H4b, H5 and Pr are indicated. Standard 
deviation in three replicate experiments is shown.  
(D) Stability of parental construct H and deletion construct 3’127 in protoplasts.  Transcribed 
RNAs were transfected into protoplasts and total RNA isolated at the times (in hours) indicated 
above each lane.  RNA was subjected to RNA gel blot analysis using oligonucleotide probes 
complementary to the luciferase coding region. 
 
To investigate requirements for translation of the smaller of the two sgRNAs 
(sgRNA2), the precise sgRNA2 5'UTR (137 nt) was incorporated into reporter constructs 
containing either the exact SCV 3'UTR, the SCV 3'400 nt, or a random 400 nt sequence 
(Figure 4B).  When combined with the 400 nt random 3’ sequence, the sgRNA2 5’UTR 
was 8-fold better at directing translation than the gRNA 5’UTR with the random 223 nt 
sequence (compare constructs I and F).  In the presence of the precise SCV 3'UTR, the 
sgRNA2 5'UTR was 10.4-fold more efficient at translation compared with the gRNA 
5’UTR (compare constructs G and A).  Extending the SCV 3'UTR to include a total of 
400 nt improved translation directed by the sgRNA2 5'UTR by nearly 6-fold. These 
results suggest that the sgRNA2 5’UTR is a stronger promoter of translation than the 
gRNA 5’UTR in the absence of SCV 3’ sequences.  As with the gRNA 5' region, 
efficient translation directed by the sgRNA2 5'UTR requires the 3’UTR and upstream 
coding sequences.    
 To begin defining the SCV 3' sequences that enhance translation, deletions were 
generated in construct H, which contains the 5'UTR of sgRNA2 and the 3' 400 nt 
(positions 3480-3879) (Figure 4C).   Deleting from the 5’ end of the 3’ sequence to 




a 61% reduction.  This reduced level of translation was essentially maintained when the 
deletions extended an additional 59 or 113 bases (to positions 3650 and 3704, 
respectively).  Since these two latter deletions extended into the PTE without further 
reducing translation, a key translation element must either exist upstream of the PTE, or 
upstream sequences are required for proper PTE function.  Deleting an additional 49 
bases to position 3753 reduced translation to background levels suggesting that a critical 
element exists in the 3' region of the PTE or just downstream of the element. Deletion of 
only the Pr and short 3' terminal sequence in construct H reduces translation efficiency by 
30%. 
To rule out any possibility that RNA stability might be playing an indirect role in 
reducing translation efficiency,   a construct containing 3’ 127 nt, which was translated at 
a minimal level, and construct H, containing the sgRNA2 5’UTR and 3’ 400 nt, were 
transfected into protoplasts.  RNA levels were assayed between 1 and 18 hours post-
transfection. No differences were found in the stability of the deletion-containing RNA 
transcripts compared with parental construct H transcripts (Figure 4D).  This result 
indicates that a background level of translation due to deletion through the PTE is due to 
absence of required element(s) and not reduced stability of the transcripts. 
A long-distance RNA:RNA interaction is important for sgRNA2 reporter 
mRNAs  translation 
 Although the deletion analysis was inconclusive as to the involvement of the PTE 
in translation, the striking similarity between the predicted SCV PTE structure and the 
PEMV/PMV PTE translational enhancers suggested that the SCV PTE was a likely 
translation element.  To first examine the validity of the predicted PTE secondary 




a fragment containing the 3' 343 nt (3’343), which supported a high level of translation 
when paired with the sgRNA2 5’UTR (see Figure 4C).  In-line probing is based on self-
cleavage of the RNA backbone, which requires in-line topology of the 2' hydroxyl, 
backbone phosphate and oxyanion leaving group.  This topology only exists if the 
phosphate-sugar backbone can rotate about the C3’-O3’ and O3’P bonds, which does not 
occur if the base is overly constricted by canonical/non-canonical hydrogen bonding. 
Thus, the more flexible the nucleoside, the more backbone cleavage occurs.  A typical in-
line cleavage gel for the 3’343 fragment is shown in Figure 5A, lane 3.  The cleavage 
pattern in the vicinity of the PTE was consistent with the predicted structure, with all but 
two of the flexible residues confined to predicted loop regions (Figure 5B).  The lack of 
cleavages in the small symmetrical loop in the lower stem (LS) indicates that these 
residues are not flexible, which suggests that they may be constrained by non-Watson-
Crick interactions across the stem.  
 To determine if the PTE is important for SCV translation, the 5' side PTE hairpin 
designated "H1" was disrupted by single mutations on both sides of the stem (Figure 5C).  
This hairpin was chosen as its structure and loop sequence are conserved in most other 
putative carmovirus PTE (see Figure 9A).  Single alterations in the H1 stem of construct 
H, containing the sgRNA2 complete 5'UTR (sg5’137) and the 3' 400 nt,  reduced 
translation to 41%  or  12% of wt levels, while compensatory mutations that should 
reform the stem increased translation to 95% of wt levels (Figure 5C).  To determine if 
the loop of PTE H1 plays a role in translation, two bases were altered from GC to CG in 




results indicate that the SCV PTE H1 stem and loop contribute to translational 
enhancement by the 3’ region of SCV.          
 
Figure 5: A kissing loop interaction exists between the 3’ PTE and sgRNA2 5’UTR 




(A) In-line probing of fragment 3’343 in the absence and presence of the sgRNA2 5’UTR 
(5’137).  The panel on the right is a longer run of the samples shown in the left panel.  Fragment 
3’343 was labeled at its 5’ end and allowed to self-cleave at 25oC for 14 h.  Intensity levels of the 
bands in lanes 3 and 4 are proportional to the flexibility of the residues. L, alkaline-generated 
ladder; T1, RNase T1 digest of partially denatured RNA. Note loss of flexibility in the PTE H1 
loop in the presence of fragment 5’137, which is consistent with base-pairing between the PTE 
H1 apical loop and PTE-complementary sequence in the sgH1 apical loop (see C).  
(B) Flexibility of residues in the 3’ PTE region.  Data is from lane 3 in (A). Residues 
corresponding to high and low flexibility are shown by red and green colors, respectively.  
Yellow circles reflect residues that lose flexibility in the presence of fragment 5’137.   
(C) Single and compensatory mutations generated in construct H that disrupt or reform the PTE 
H1 stem or the PTE RNA:RNA interaction.  Levels of translation as a percentage of wt construct 
H are shown. Results are from three experiments with standard deviations given.   Sequences that 
can putatively pair are connected by dotted lines.   
 
 One possible function for the PTE H1 in translation is through long-distance 
kissing-loop interactions with sequences in the 5' regions of the gRNA and sgRNA2. A 
hairpin (sgH1) located at position 2535 in the center of the sgRNA2 5'UTR contains 
apical loop sequences capable of forming a 5 bp interaction with the PTE H1 apical loop 
(Figure 5C).  Converting the GC to CG in the sgH1 apical loop within construct H 
reduced translation to the same level as the GC alteration in the PTE H1 loop (36% of 
wt).  When the sgH1 loop mutations were combined with the PTE H1 loop mutations, 
which were designed to be compensatory, translation was enhanced to 69% of wt (Figure 
5C).  
 To provide additional support for this long-distance interaction, in-line probing 
was repeated for fragment 3'343 in the presence of the sgRNA2 5'UTR (fragment 
sg5’137).  A direct RNA:RNA interaction between fragments should be discernable by 
loss of residue flexibility in the PTE H1 loop (since intermolecular base-pairing would 
significantly constrain residue flexibility).  Addition of fragment sg5’137 to fragment 
3'343 followed by in-line probing reduced the level of cleavage for all residues in the 




residues in the stem of PTE H2 and the upper stem (US) that were slightly flexible in the 
in-line cleavage pattern of the PTE alone were no longer flexible in the presence of 
sg5’137 (Figure 5A, right, single yellow circles). Interestingly, additional alterations in 
the cleavage pattern were found upstream of the PTE (between positions 3578 to 3599, 
Figure 5A, left) when the two fragments were combined.  The reasons for these 
additional cleavage alterations are not known, but may represent another RNA:RNA 
interaction.   
We next examined the effect of the PTE on the cleavage pattern of sgH1 in 
fragment sg5’137 (Figure 6).  In-line probing of sg5’137 produced a cleavage pattern that 
was consistent with the predicted sgH1 structure (Figure 6A, lane 3).  Residues in the 
apical loop and upper stem region generated higher levels of cleavage indicating 
substantial flexibility, while residues in the remainder of the stem were susceptible to low 
levels of cleavage.  The bulged cytidylate at position 2540 was significantly more flexible 
than adjacent base-paired stem residues.  However, the symmetrical bulge in the lower 
stem contained minimally flexible residues, suggesting that the bulged uridylates are 
constrained by hydrogen bonding, possibly with each other across the stem.   
 Two regions of sg5’137 were strongly affected by addition of fragment 3’343 
prior to cleavage:  nearly the entire sgH1 hairpin and a small region upstream of the 
hairpin between positions 2505 and 2513 (Figure 6A, lane 4).  Nearly every residue in the 
sgH1 stem that were previously susceptible to low but detectable cleavage, now exhibited 
background cleavage levels, indicating that the interaction between sg5’137 and 3’343 
significantly reduces the flexibility of residues in the sgH1 stem.  In addition, cleavages 




background levels (Figure 6A, lane 4, yellow circles).  Only two residues in the upper 
portion of sgH1 were unchanged:  the remaining unpaired adenylate at position 2546 in 
the apical loop, and the bulged cytidylate at position 2540 in the mid-stem region.  This 
result is consistent with an RNA:RNA interaction between the 3’ PTE H1 loop and the 
apical loop of sgH1, which supports the compensatory mutagenesis analysis (Figure 5C). 
 
Figure 6: Effect of the PTE kissing loop interaction on the structure of the sgRNA2 
5’UTR in the vicinity of sgH1 
(A) In-line probing of the sgRNA2 5’UTR (5’137) in the absence and presence of fragment 3’343 
and 3’343 with mutations disrupting the RNA:RNA interaction (3’343m).   The 5’137 fragment 
was labeled at its 5’ end and allowed to self-cleave at 25oC for 14 h in the absence and presence 
of 3’343  or 3’343m.   L, alkaline-generated ladder; T1, RNase T1 digest of partially denatured 
RNA. Yellow and orange circles denote residues that lose or gain flexibility, respectively, in the 




loop when 5’137 and wt 3’343 are combined, which is consistent with base-pairing between sgH1 
and PTE. Additional changes are also found in an upstream region.  
(B) Flexibility of residues in the sgH1 region of the sgRNA2 5’UTR.  Data is from (A). Residues 
corresponding to high and low flexibility are shown by red and green colors, respectively. Yellow 
and orange circles denote residues that lose or gain flexibility, respectively, in the presence of wt 
3’343.  Sequences that can putatively pair are connected by dotted lines.  The mutations in 
3’343m that disrupt the RNA:RNA interaction are shown. (C) Possible pairing between sequence 
at positions 3551-3557 in the 3’ region of SCV and sg5’137.  Yellow and orange circles are as 
designated in (B). 
 
Residues in positions 2505 to 2509 also exhibited reduced flexibility in the 
presence of 3'343 in all three replicates of this experiment, while residues in positions 
2512 and 2513 displayed enhanced flexibility. This suggests either the existence of an 
additional RNA:RNA interaction or that the interaction between sgH1 and the PTE H1 
generates an upstream conformational shift that alters the flexibility of these residues.  To 
determine if the RNA:RNA interaction between sgH1 and PTE H1 is necessary for the 
upstream cleavage pattern alterations between positions 2505 and 2513, the in-line 
cleavage profile was determined for sg5’137 in the presence of  fragment 3’343m, which 
contains a two base alteration in PTE H1 (GC to CG) that disrupts the RNA:RNA 
interaction.  Our reasoning was that if the altered flexibility of residues 2505-2513 is 
unrelated to the PTE RNA:RNA interaction, then the cleavage pattern of these residues 
should be unaffected when this PTE interaction is prevented.  As shown in Figure 6A 
lane 5, addition of 3’343m to labeled sg5’137 eliminates the cleavage pattern differences 
in sgH1 due to the PTE interaction.  The cleavage pattern between residues 2505 and 
2513, however, was not similarly restored to the wt pattern yet differed from the cleavage 
pattern found in the presence of wt 3'343.  Residues in positions 2507 to 2509 no longer 
exhibited the reduced flexibility found in the presence of wt 3'343 while residues in 




suggests that while the PTE:sgH1 interaction contributes to the changed cleavage pattern 
between positions 2505 and 2513, these changes are not due to a conformational shift in 
the region that results from this RNA:RNA interaction.  Rather, it is likely that a second 
RNA:RNA interaction exists in this upstream region whose formation is partially 
dependent on the downstream PTE:sgH1 interaction.   A search of the 3’343 nt region for 
sequence complementary to positions 2505 to 2509 revealed one possibility between 
residues 3551 and 3557 (Figure 6C).   
A long-distance RNA:RNA interaction involving the PTE and a p26 ORF 
hairpin is important  for the gRNA 
  A putative hairpin (gH3) located 94 nt from the 5' end of the gRNA in the p26 
ORF contains a 6 nt apical loop that is fully complementary to the 6 nt loop of PTE H1 
(Figure 7A).  Hairpin gH3 is located within the portion of the 5' 125 nt fragment that 
substantially enhances translation of the reporter construct in the presence of the 3' 400 nt 
(Figure 4A).  To investigate if a long-distance interaction takes place between PTE H1 
and gH3, two base changes (GC to CG) were engineered into the gH3 apical loop that are 
complementary to the two base changes previously constructed in PTE H1.  Mutations 
were generated in luciferase construct E, containing the 5’ 125 nt of the gRNA and the 3’ 
400 nt (Figure 4A).   Each of the alterations caused nearly identical decreases in 
luciferase levels, to 6.4 or 6.5% of wt construct E.  Unexpectedly, the combined 
presumptive compensatory mutations did not substantially restore luciferase levels, 
reaching only 16.8% of wt levels. Since the possibility existed that this particular 
RNA:RNA interaction requires sequence specificity, or that the two base alteration 
disrupted the structure of gH3, the experiment was repeated with mutations in only one of 




only the guanylate in the PTE H1 apical loop to a cytidylate reduced translation of 
construct E to 35% of wt, while changing the cytidylate at position 107 in the apical loop 
of gH3 to a guanylate had an effect similar to the double mutation, with levels reduced to 
4.2% of wt.  Combining the two mutations enhanced translation to 279% of wt (Figure 
7A).  Altogether, these results support a long-distance RNA:RNA interaction between 
gH3 and PTE H1 that requires more sequence specificity in the interacting residues than 
needed for the PTE/sgH1 interaction described above.   
 
Figure 7: A kissing loop interaction between the 3’ PTE and gRNA p26 ORF coding 
sequences contributes to 3’ translational enhancement  
(A) Putative structure of the 5’ 125 nt of SCV.  The secondary structure shown is based on mFold 




the PTE H1 is shown with dotted lines connecting the paired residues.   Flexibility of residues in 
the 5’ 125 nt region is from lane 3 in (B).  Residues corresponding to high and low flexibility are 
shown by red and green colors, respectively.  Yellow and orange circles reflect residues that lose 
or gain flexibility, respectively in the presence of fragment 3’343.  Single and compensatory 
mutations generated in construct E that disrupt or reform the PTE RNA:RNA interaction are 
shown.  Levels of translation as a percentage of wt construct E are given.  Results are from three 
experiments with standard deviations given.    
(B)  In-line probing of labeled fragment 5’125 in the absence and presence of fragments 3’343 
and 3’343m. L, alkaline-generated ladder; T1, RNase T1 digest of partially denatured RNA.  Note  
that two gH3 loop residues lose flexibility and  two residues near the base of gH3 show enhanced 
flexibility in the presence of fragment 3’343 only (lane 4, top), which is consistent with base-
pairing between the apical loops of PTE H1 and gH3  (see A).  Also note the presence of a second 
region of altered flexibility in the vicinity of the p26 initiation codon, which is retained in the 
absence of the PTE-mediated RNA:RNA interaction (lane 5) suggesting the presence of a second 
RNA:RNA interaction.  
 
 To determine if the PTE/gH3 RNA:RNA interaction is detectable by in-line 
probing, cleavage profiles were determined for the gRNA 5' 125 nt fragment (5’125) in 
the presence and absence of fragment 3'343.  As with fragment sg5’137, a direct 
RNA:RNA interaction between gRNA gH3 and PTE H1 should be discernable by the 
loss of flexibility of residues in the 5’125 gH3 apical loop.  The cleavage pattern of 5’125 
was consistent with the presence of three hairpins: a 5' terminal hairpin (gH1) and two 
hairpins in the p26 coding region, including gH3 (Figure 7B lane 3).   When fragment 
3'343 was added prior to the cleavage reaction, the cleavage pattern of 5'125 was 
significantly altered in three regions:  1) the apical loop of gH3, where the highly flexible 
residues at positions 104 and 105 lost their flexibility, which is consistent with the 
predicted RNA:RNA interaction with PTE H1; 2) two residues at the 3’ base of gH3, 
whose flexibility was substantially enhanced; and an upstream region (positions 32-42) 
that includes the initiation codon (Figure 7A and B).   
To determine if the cleavage differences in all three locations were dependent on 
maintenance of the PTE/gH3 interaction, in-line probing of 5'125 was repeated in the 




loop.  As shown in Figure 7B lane 5, the cleavage differences in the gH3 apical loop, the 
downstream adjacent region and the two residues at positions 32 and 33 were restored to 
their wt pattern, indicating that structure changes in these regions require the PTE/gH3 
interaction.  In contrast, the reduced flexibility of residues in positions 36 to 42 remained 
despite the loss of the PTE/gH3 interaction.  This result strongly suggests the existence of 
a second RNA:RNA interaction that includes the initiation codon.   
In-line probing was next conducted for fragment 3'343 in the presence and 
absence of fragment 5'125 (Figure 8).  Addition of fragment 5'125 to 3'343 before 
cleavage significantly reduced the flexibility of all residues in the PTE H1 apical loop 
(Figure 8A, five adjacent yellow circles), consistent with the RNA:RNA interaction 
between PTE H1 and gRNA gH3. We also noticed very reproducible differences in the 
cleavage pattern in the apical loop of H4b when the 3’ and 5’ fragments were combined.  
The strong cleavages in the two guanylates in the H4b loop were reduced by 
approximately 50% in multiple independent experiments.  In contrast, these H4b residues 
were never reduced in intensity when combined with fragment sg5'137 (see Figure 5A, 
right). Interestingly, the sequence of the lower stem and apical loop of H4b 
(5’CAUGGUG) is fully complementary to sequence at the initiation codon of the p26 
ORF (5’CACCAUG) (Figure 8D).   
Discussion 
Long-distance protein-mediated or RNA:RNA interactions allow for the 
circularization of an RNA and for elements to function in locations distal to where they 
reside in the genome (39, 100).  For the carmovirus TCV, ribosome-binding translation 




conformational rearrangement of local RNA structures mediated by RdRp binding that 
coordinates the switch between replication and translation  (13, 89).  Repositioning of 3’ 
proximal translation elements to the 5’ end in TCV has been proposed to be facilitated by 
a bridge mediated by a single ribosome binding simultaneously to two distal elements 
(141), and not a more common long-distance RNA:RNA interaction found in several 
small plus-strand RNA plant viruses engaged in cap-independent translation (39, 142).   
 
 
Figure 8: Two long-distance interactions occur between the 5’ end of the SCV gRNA 
and the 3’ region 
(A) In-line probing of fragment 3’343 in the absence and presence of the gRNA fragment 5’125.  




generated ladder; T1, RNase T1 digest of partially denatured RNA.  Note loss of flexibility in the 
PTE H1 loop (lane 4, five consecutive yellow circles) in the presence of fragment 5’125, which is 
consistent with base-pairing between the PTE H1 apical loop and PTE-complementary sequence 
in hairpin gH3  (see C).  Cleavages of two residues in the H4b apical loop were also reproducibly 
reduced in intensity in the presence of 5’125 but not 5’137.   
(B)  Densitometry tracing of the right side autoradiograph in A.  Gray tracing is from lane 3 and 
black tracing is from lane 4.  Arrows denote positions where the cleavage pattern differs between 
the two lanes.  
(C) Location of cleavage pattern differences between lanes 3 and 4 in A.  Yellow circles reflect 
residues that lose flexibility in the presence of fragment 5’125.   
(D) Possible pairing between the apical loop of H4b and the region of reduced flexibility in the 
5’125 fragment in the presence of 3’343.  The start of the p26 ORF is indicated.  The initiation 
codon is boxed.  
 
 To determine what aspects of translation in TCV are present in other 
carmoviruses, we conducted a phylogenetic search for conserved RNA structures in other 
carmoviruses.  This led to the identification of the PTE-type element, which is present in 
seven carmoviruses.  Comparison of the seven PTE structures reveals several conserved 
features (Figure 9A).  All PTE have H1 hairpins containing a stem of 4 to 6 bp (5/7 with 
5 bp) and a 6 nt loop.  The sequences involved in the kissing-loop interactions are also 
highly conserved (UGCCA/UGGCA), and either sequence can be located in the 5’ or 3’ 
position (Figure 9A). The apical loop of the PTE H1 of PMV, a member of the same 
virus family (Tombusviridae), contains the similar sequence “UUGCAG”.  This 
conservation in sequence and structure likely reflects the important role of H1 in 
participating in the long-distance RNA:RNA interactions, and may explain why two base 
alterations in the kissing-loop interaction between PTE H1 and sgH1 were poorly 
compensatory (Figure 5).    
 The kissing-loop interaction between SCV PTE H1 and sgH1 caused a significant 
reduction in flexibility in the sgH1 stem.  This reduced flexibility could be caused by 
enhanced stabilization of the hairpin stem, or it could result from conversion of an initial 




entire PTE H1 hairpin with the sgH1 stem (cUGUGCUGCCacACAG and 
cUUGUaaGGCAGaUACAa; putative paired bases are capitalized). This latter possibility 
would be similar to the two-step process for dimerization of HCV (143) and HIV (144), 
which require viral-encoded proteins to achieve the more stable complex (143).  While 
this is an intriguing possibility, it should be noted that this extended pairing is not 
discernable for gH3, and that none of the other carmovirus putative interactions have this 
extended pairing capability. 
 The SCV PTE joins a growing list of 3’ TEs that can pair with 5’ elements to 
bridge the ends of gRNA and sgRNA (5, 39, 68, 69, 71, 73, 82). These elements fold into 
diverse 2D conformations including YSS (82, 85) and ISS (73).  The YSS, conserved 
among all viruses in the tombusvirus genus (5), share some similar features with the 
carmoviral PTE including a branched stem upper structure, and the 5’ side hairpin 
participating in the RNA:RNA interaction.  The sequences engaged in the kissing-loop 
interactions are also similar in length and composition, consisting of between 5-7 bases 
and including the conserved sequence “CCA”.  The 5’ gRNA sequences that interact with 
the tombusvirus 3’TE are also located in 5’ terminal elements, similar to the location of 
the presumptive interacting sequences for some of the carmoviral PTE (Figure 9C). 
 The PEMV PTE H1, which is not involved in any discernable RNA:RNA 
interaction (92), contains sequence unrelated to the other PTE. Interestingly, the necessity 
for specific sequences in the H1 loop may differ depending on the location of the 5' 
complementary sequence. Compensatory alterations involving two adjacent bases 
restored nearly 70% of wt translation when assaying the interaction between the sgRNA2 




restored 16% of wt translation levels.  Single base compensatory alterations of the latter 
interaction produced substantially more translation than the wt interaction.  We currently 
have no explanation for the enhanced translation of this mutant interaction. 
 
Figure 9: Comparison of PTE and PTE-interacting sequences in carmoviruses 
(A)  Sequences of PTE found in seven carmoviruses.  Conserved sequences are colored alike.  





(B)  Location of the carmovirus PTE in the 3’ regions of the viral genomes.  Black triangle 
denotes location of the stop codon for the CP ORFs.  The PTE is in pink, the conserved H1 
sequence CUGCCA is denoted by a red terminal loop and the conserved H1 sequence 
UUGGCC/G is denoted by a green terminal loop. Positions of the conserved sequences within the 
viral genome is given. Note that all viruses except GaMV have Pr, Ψ1, H5 and H4b and none have 
Ψ2.  Secondary structures are based on mFold predictions and tertiary structures are based on 
visual observations. The structure of the 3’UTR of TCV and CCFV is provided for reference. 
(C)  Location of PTE H1 complementary sequence near the 5’ end of the gRNA.  Note that all 
sequences are in apical loops of hairpins located either at the 5’ terminus or positioned such that 
the loop sequence is 100 to 106 nt from the 5’ end as denoted in the figure.  The distance of these 
latter complementary sequences from the initiation codons (gray triangle) is highly variable.  
Secondary structures are based on mFold predictions. Sequences complementary to PTE H1 
sequence CUGCCA is in red and UUGGCC/G is in green.    
 
  The H2 hairpins of the PTE are highly variable in sequence, length, and presence 
of interior bulges.  The upper stem (US) of the PTE ranges from 6 to 8 bp, and all 
(including PMV and PEMV) have a C:G pair that closes the top of the stem. The lower 
stems (LS) of the PTEs are variable in length and sequence, with the majority containing 
small symmetric or asymmetric loops (Figure 9A).  The PTE large asymmetrical loop 
(AL) contains between 6 and 8 nt, with nearly all accommodating at least three 
consecutive guanylates.  These guanylate residues are required for eIF4E binding to the 
PEMV PTE in vitro and in vivo. The sequence between H1 and H2 in the PEMV PTE 
(CCCU) was also important for eIF4E binding and was proposed to participate in a 
pseudoknot with sequences in the asymmetric loop, although direct evidence for this 
interaction is lacking. While PMV and 3/7 carmovirus PTE contain sequence similar or 
identical to this conserved sequence between H1 and H2 (Figure 9A, underlined 
residues), this is not true for the remaining carmoviruses including SCV.  A pseudoknot 
between the sequence connecting H1 and H2 and the asymmetric loop is also improbable 
for SCV (three possible paired bases would include two G:U pairs) and not discernable 




A previous report on translation of carmovirus Hibiscus chlorotic ringspot virus 
(HCRSV) identified a 6-nt sequence as important for translation (145). This sequence, 
GGGCAG, lies within the large asymmetric loop of the newly identified HCRSV PTE 
element (Figure 9A), which is critical for function of the PEMV PTE.  The HCRSV 
report also concluded that a nearby hairpin was not important for translation.  The 
alterations generated in this hairpin, now known to be H2 in its PTE, do not affect the 
structure of the H2 lower stem and thus are unlikely to have significantly affected the 
structure of the HCRSV PTE.  It should also be noted that results presented in this report 
(145) relied on the premise that the 3’ translational enhancer does not influence 
translation from the 5’ end of the viral genome, a faulty premise given the current results 
on translation of SCV. 
 The location of PTE in the 3’ region of these viruses is variable (Figure 9B).  
Three viruses (SCV, PFBV, HRSV) have PTE in identical locations that commence in 
the CP coding region and terminate in the 3’UTR, while the PTE of the remaining four 
viruses (as well as PEMV and PMV) reside wholly within their 3’UTR.  The structure of 
the RNA between the PTE and the downstream conserved H5 hairpin is also variable as 
predicted by mFold (139).  Interestingly, while 5/7 carmoviruses with PTE have an H4b-
type hairpin just upstream of H5, none of these viruses appear capable of forming a stable 
pseudoknot (Ψ2) between the H4b apical loop and sequence 3’ of H5.  In contrast, all 
non-PTE carmoviruses with H4b contain sequence capable of forming Ψ2.  This suggests 
that the H4b loop sequences in PTE carmoviruses are available for an alternative 
function(s).  For SCV, this alterative function may be an RNA:RNA interaction with 




the H4b apical loop and adjacent stem sequence can potentially form 7 bp with sequence 
in the vicinity of the p26 initiation codon.  In addition, both the H4b loop and sequence in 
the vicinity of this initiation codon lose flexibility when 5' and 3' fragments are 
combined, even when the PTE/gH3 interaction is eliminated (Figure 7). Our results also 
suggest the possibility of at least one additional RNA:RNA interaction involving 
sequence between positions 2505 and 2509 in the 5’UTR of sgRNA2 (Figure 6A).  
Reduced flexibility of some of the residues in this location remained when the PTE H1 
was combined with a mutant sg5’137 fragment that eliminates the RNA:RNA interaction 
(3’343m).  This suggests that altered flexibility of these residues is partly, but not fully, 
dependent on the PTE H1/sgH1 interaction.  The sequence in the 3’ region with the most 
extensive complementarity resides between positions 3551 and 3557 (Figure 6C).    
All carmoviral PTE contain putative long-distance interacting sequences in apical 
loops of hairpins located in both the 5’ region of the gRNA (Figure 9C) and the sgRNA2 
5’UTR.  In the gRNA, putative interacting sequences were found in two locations:  either 
in a 5’ terminal hairpin (CaMV, GaMV, HCRSV [and also PMV]), or between 100 and 
106 nt from the 5’ end (SCV, HRSV, PFBV, PSNV).  For viruses with short 5’UTR, the 
PTE H1 complementary sequence that is distal to the 5’ end resides in the coding region 
of the 5’ proximal ORF.  For PSNV, which has a more extensive 5’UTR, the sequence is 
still within the 5’UTR.  This suggests that the 5’ sequence that interacts with PTE H1 is 
not randomly placed, but rather exists in a particular location necessary to fulfill its 
function in translation (Table 4). 
For sgRNA2, the interacting sequences are all located in apical loops of hairpins 




within the sgRNA2 5’UTRs of carmoviruses whose sgRNA2 transcription start sites are 
known or estimated based on strong phylogenetic conservation of sequences just 
upstream of carmovirus sgRNA2 start sites (Table 5). In the next chapter how the 
position of the 5’ PTE-interacting sequences influences the PTE-mediated translation of 
gRNA and sgRNA2 is discussed.  
 
Table 4: Location of the PTE 5’ kissing-loop sequences in carmoviruses 
 
 *Estimated based on phylogenetic conservation of sgRNA2 start sites shown in Table 5.  
** Start site for sgRNA2 could not be determined. 
 





Chapter 3: Position of the 5’-PTE interacting sequences influences 
the PTE’s  function2 
Introduction 
Previous work by others has shown that the position of the 5’ end sequence that 
participates in a long-distance kissing-loop interaction often modulates 3’CITE-mediated 
translational efficiency (80, 85). The BYDV BTE facilitates cap-independent translation 
initiation by participating in a long-distance RNA:RNA interaction  between the apical 
loop sequence of the BTE and a complementary loop sequence of a hairpin (BCL) in the 
5’UTR. In the BYDV gRNA, the 5’ BCL is positioned 103-107 nt from the 5’ end (81). 
Moving the 5’ BCL 30-63 bases downstream from the 5’ end by inserting sequences at 
the extreme 5’ end of the 5 UTR had a significant negative impact on BTE-mediated cap-
independent translation of the reporter mRNAs. However,  moving the BCL to a site 
closer to the 5’ end had only a modest negative effect on translation (80). In contrast to 
BYDV, a similar study in TBSV, which contains a YSS as  its 3’ CITE,  indicated that 
repositioning the 5’ interacting sequence relative to either the 5’ end or the initiation 
codon had no significant negative effect on translation (85). 
As mentioned in Chapter II,  for several carmovirus gRNAs, 5’ end sequences that 
participate in a known or predicted long-distance RNA:RNA interaction with the PTE H1 
are found either in the loop of the 5’ terminal hairpin gH1 or 100 to 106 nt downstream 
from the 5’ end  in the apical loop of hairpin gH3.  In sgRNA2, the location of the 
                                                 
2Modified from: Position of the kissing-loop interaction associated with PTE-type 3’CITEs can affect 
enhancement of cap-independent translation. Maitreyi Chattopadhyay, Micki Kuhlmann, Kalyani Kumar, 




interacting sequence is even more specific: 62 to 65 nt from the 5’ end of sgRNA2 in the 
apical loop of hairpin sgH1 (Table 4) (90). The conserved placement of the PTE pairing 
partners for carmoviral PTE at one of two distinctive locations near the 5’ end of the 
gRNA and sgRNA2 suggests that proper positioning of the long-distance interaction is 
needed for PTE function.   
In this chapter, I continue my analysis of the SCV PTE to examine the hypothesis 
that conserved positioning of PTE-interacting hairpins is important for PTE function as 
an efficient translation enhancer. Using reporter constructs assayed in vivo, I have 
determined that: 1) relocating  5’ partner hairpins at least 27 nt closer to the 5’ end does 
not substantially reduce function; 2) gH1, found at the 5’ terminus of most carmoviruses, 
impacts translation mediated by SCV 5’ sequences; 3) transferring  the gH3 loop to gH1 
allows for translation but at a significantly reduced level; and 4) movement of sgRNA2 
hairpin sgH1 36 nt closer to the 5’ end can significantly impact translation despite only 
minor apparent changes to the structure of the hairpin.  These results add to our 
understanding of the functioning of PTE-type translational enhancers and requirements 
for 3’CITE kissing-loop interactions. 
Materials and methods 
Generation of constructs 
Chapter II described single luciferase reporter constructs 5’125 -Fluc-3’400 (E) 
and  5’137 -Fluc-3’400 (H), which were the parental constructs used for the alterations 
generated (90). Oligonucleotide-mediated site-directed mutagenesis was used to generate 




by sequencing. Plasmids were linearized with SspI and used as templates for in vitro 
transcription using T7 RNA polymerase.  
In vivo translation in protoplasts  
Please see Chapter 2. 
SHAPE structure probing 
Full-length SCV gRNA transcripts were used as the template to assay RNA 
structure in the PTE region.  Transcripts synthesized from 5’137 -Fluc-3’400, 5’ 137Δ27-
Fluc-3’400 and 5’137Δ36-Fluc-3’400 were used to assay the structure of sgH1.  Six 
pmoles of in vitro transcribed RNAs were heated at 65° C for 5 min and snap-cooled on 
ice for 2 min. Transcripts were folded in SHAPE Folding Buffer-2 (80 mM Tris-HCl pH 
8, 11 mM Mg(CH3COO)2, 160 mM NH4Cl) for 20 min at 37°C. Three pmoles of the 
folded RNA was combined with either NMIA or DMSO at a final concentration of 15 
mM.  RNA reaction mixtures were incubated for 35 min at 37°C (5 half-lives of NMIA) 
followed by ethanol precipitation.  RNA was re-suspended in 8 μl of 0.5x TE buffer.  
Primer extension reactions were performed using 32P-labeled oligonucleotides and 
Superscript III reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen) following the protocol as previously 
described (146).  For SCV gRNAs, oligonucletides used were complementary to 
positions 3826-3851 and 3715-3738.  For The 5’137 -Fluc-3’400 and derivatives, the 
oligonucleotide (5’-GTTTTTGGCGTCTTCCATGAGC-3’) was complementary to 
sequence in the Fluc coding region. Products of the reverse transcription reaction were 






Table 6: Constructs used in Chapter 3 
Name Description 
Construct E Single  F-Luc  flanked by 5’125 and 3’ 400 
Construct H Single F-Luc is flanked by 5’sgRNA2 137  and 3’400  
∆61-69 Deletion of 9 bases in  5’125 nt  in construct E 
∆52-69 Deletion of 18 bases in  5’125 nt  in construct E 
∆43-69 Deletion of 27 bases in  5’125 nt  in construct E 
C106 to G   C to G change at position 106   in construct E 
C106 to G + 
gH3 loop  
gH1 loop replaced with gH3 with  C to G change at position 106 
∆gH1 Deletion of  gH1 in 5’125 nt in construct E 
m1 Disruption of the gH1 stem  in construct E 
m2 Restoration of the gH1 stem  in construct E 
m2AUA AUA change to AUA in m2  in construct E 
gH1UUG AUG change to UUG in the gH1 loop  in construct E 
CbMVgH1 SCV gH1 is replaced with CbMV gH1  in construct E 
gH1CbMVL SCV gH1 loop is replaced by CbMV gH1 loop sequence 
∆2525-2533 Deletion of 9 bases in 5’137  in construct H 
∆2516-2533 Deletion of 18 bases in 5’137  in construct H 
∆2507-2533 Deletion of 27 bases in  5’137  in construct H 
∆2498-2533 Deletion of 36 bases in  5’137 in construct H 
∆2489-2533 Deletion of 45 bases in  5’137 nt  construct H 
∆2484-2533 Deletion of 49 bases in  5’137 nt  construct H 










Table 7: Oligonucleotides used in Chapter 3 
Name Position Sequence Polarity 
SCV g5’ 125 m G22A CGATCAGGATCCTCTATTCGTGCTGAATCGAAT
AGGCTGGTTGCTCTCACC 
+ 
SCV sg2 del 24-50 AGAACAAATCATCGCCTGCGCTTGTAA + 
SCV sg2 del 24-50 TACAAGCGCAGGCGATGATTTGTT - 
SCV sg2 del 33-50 CATCGTACTTAGCTCCTGCGCTTGTAA + 
SCV sg2 del 33-50 TACAAGCGCAGGAGCTAAGTACGA - 
SCV sg2 del 42-50 TAGCTTTTGTGGTCCCTGCGCTTGTAAG + 
















SCV R7 3572-3590 CATGACAATATTACAGTACGGAGCTTGAGCAA - 
SCV R9 3679-3700 CATGACAATATTAAACCACGTCAAGCTTGACGG - 
SCV R8 3731-3753 CATGACAATATTTCCATTGCTCTACACCATCCTC - 
SCV g5’125 m G22A CGATCAGGATCCTCTATTCGTGCTGAATCGAAT
AGGCTGGTTGCTCTCACC 
+ 
SCV deletion 3595-3554 GGACTCCCCCCCCAACAGTACGGAGCTTG - 
SCV deletion 3595-3554 CAAGCTCCGTACTGTTGGGGGGGGAGTCC  + 
SCV deletion 3515-3585 AGAAACAATGGAACAGTACTACCCCCACG - 
SCV deletion 3515-3585 CGTGGGGGTAGTACTGTTCCATTGTTTCT + 
SCV CUU CGU 3688 CGCCACCCGAAGGTTGGACGTTCC - 
SCV CUU CGU 3688 GCCACACAGGAACGTCCAACC + 
SCV GGG GTG 3658 AGGTCACCTCACAGTCGAGC - 
SCV GGG GTG 3658 GCTCGACTGTGAGGTGACCT + 






The SCV PTE is supported by an extended base stem that is conserved in 
PTE-containing carmoviruses 
The structure of the SCV PTE was previously determined using in-line structure 
probing of a 343 nt fragment that was co-terminal with the 3’ end of the gRNA (see 
Chapter II) (90).  This fragment, when located downstream of luciferase in a reporter 
construct containing the 5’ 125 nt of SCV, was able to enhance translation by 75-fold 
compared with control constructs.   For the current study, I employed SHAPE to examine 
the structure of the PTE within the full-length SCV gRNA.  SHAPE interrogates the local 
backbone flexibility of the RNA by modifying 2’OH groups of unconstrained bases using 
the acylating agent, NMIA (146). The sites of modification are resolved by reverse 
transcriptase-mediated primer extension, which is impeded by 2’ acylated nucleotides.  
An RNA structural map is generated in which flexibility of the nucleoside correlates with 
the level of SHAPE modification.  
 The SHAPE-derived structure of the PTE in the full-length gRNA (Figure 10B 
and C) was identical to the structure previously defined by in-line probing of a 3’ co-
terminal 343 nt fragment (90).  All residues in the lower stem, including the A-A and G-
A non-Watson-Crick pairs, were inflexible using both assays, denoting that a stable, 
paired lower stem also exists in the PTE within the full-length gRNA.   The 5’ side 
purines in the linker sequence between the two hairpins were flexible in both assays, 
whereas the adjacent pyrimidines were inflexible.   Residues on the 3’ side of the 3-way 
junction region were also flexible by both procedures.  The different techniques and/or 




surrounding sequences.   For example, residues 3655-3658 in the 8 nt G domain were 
sensitive to NMIA in the full-length gRNA whereas residues 3653-3657 were susceptible 
to in-line cleavage within the shorter fragment.  Furthermore, in the apical loop of PTE 
hairpin H2, different sets of residues were flexible in the two assays.   The most striking 
difference was in the apical loop of PTE hairpin H1, which participates in the kissing-
loop interaction.  Five of six loop residues were flexible in the 343 nt fragment, whereas 
all loop residues were inflexible in the gRNA that contains the 5’ partner sequences in 
gRNA hairpin gH3 and sgRNA hairpin sgH1 (Figure 10A and B).  This latter result 
suggests that the PTE is paired with one of its interacting sequences in the full-length 
gRNA. 
Previous mFold computational predictions (139) combined with in-line RNA 
structure probing suggested that the PTE was upstream of a small hairpin and long single-
stranded region, followed by conserved carmovirus hairpin H4b (90).   SHAPE probing 
of SCV gRNA did not support the predicted structure upstream of H4b.  Rather, the 
SHAPE flexibility profile was consistent with the PTE branching off of a 3-way junction, 
which also contains a 5’side hairpin and an elongated base stem (ELS) (Figure 10A and 
B). Examination of the other six PTE-containing carmoviruses using mFold (139) 
revealed that a similar structural configuration was one of the predicted structures for all 
of these viruses (Figure 11).  It is currently unknown if any of the presumptive conserved 








Figure 10: SHAPE predicted structure of the SCV PTE 
(A) Secondary structure of the 5’ and 3’ends of the SCV genomic RNA. The 5’ 125 nt harbors 
three predicted hairpins. The initiation codon for p26 is shown.  The 3’ region of SCV contains 
the PTE, which starts in the CP ORF and terminates in the 3’UTR (arrow).  Residues potentially 
involved in a pseudoknot necessary for eIF4E binding to the PEMV PTE are underlined.  The 
long-distance kissing-loop interaction between gH3 and PTE H1 is shown with dotted lines. 
Residues in the PTE and surrounding regions corresponding to high and low reactivity to NMIA 
within full length SCV gRNA are denoted by red and green colors, respectively.   ELS, elongated 
lower stem. Figure is slightly modified from the published version. 
(B)  Examples of SHAPE autoradiograms. Sequencing ladders for U, C, and G were generated by 
reverse transcription in the presence of dideoxy NTPs. Flexibility of the bases is proportional to 
the intensity of the bands in the NMIA lane (N). D, RNA treated with DMSO only. Positions of 









Figure 11: mFold-predicted secondary structures of the PTE region in other 
carmoviruses 
Phylogenetic analysis revealed that the PTEs of PFBV, HnRSV and GaMV have structural 
configurations similar to the PTE of SCV.  All four PTEs protrude from a 3-way junction 





Efficient translation of the PTE does not require that the 5’ gRNA interacting 
sequence  be located at a specific position  
In SCV, PFBV and HnRSV, the sequences at the 5’ end of the gRNA that engage 
in the kissing-loop interaction with the PTE are similarly positioned 100 to104 nt from 
the 5’ end, which for these viruses lies within their first ORF (Table 4).  PSNV, which 
has an extended 5’UTR compared to other carmoviruses, contains a putative PTE partner 
sequence 107 nt from the 5’ end within its 5’UTR.   To determine if efficient translation 
enhancement requires specific positioning of the SCV PTE-interacting sequence relative 
to the 5’ end of the gRNA, the location of gH3 was altered in luciferase reporter 
constructs containing the 5’ 125 nt and 3’ 400-nt of SCV (5’125-Fluc-3’400; Figure 
12A).  The 5’ 125 nt of SCV gRNA contains the 39 nt UTR along with the beginning of 
the p26 coding region, which includes gH3 (Chapter II) (90). Wt parental and mutant 
constructs were co-inoculated with a control luciferase (RLuc) construct into Arabidopsis 
protoplasts, and luciferase activity was measured 18 h later.  Deletion of 9 nt (positions 
61-69) upstream of a small hairpin (gH2) adjacent to gH3 resulted in enhanced luciferase 
activity (130% of wt).  Deletions of 18 and 27 nt resulted in only moderate reductions in 
luciferase activity (to 78% and 70% of wt, respectively) (Figure 12B).  These results 
suggest that gH3 can be repositioned at least 27 nt closer to the 5’ end in 5’125-Fluc-






Figure 12: Effect of gH3 location on translation of reporter constructs 
A) Parental reporter construct 5’125-Fluc-3’400 contains firefly luciferase (Fluc) flanked by the 
5’ 125 nt and 3’ 400 nt of SCV gRNA.  
(B) The position of gH3 was altered by deletions as well as replacement of gH1 loop sequence 
with that of gH3.  The later alteration was combined with a single mutation in the gH3 loop (C106 
to G) that disrupts the natural kissing-loop interaction.  Deletions are denoted by hatched lines. 
Experimental constructs were assayed in Arabidopsis protoplasts co-inoculated with a control 
renilla luciferase reporter construct.   Levels of luciferase activity are presented as a percentage of 
the activity of the parental construct. Results are from three independent experiments with 
standard deviations given.  The initiation codon of the p26 ORF is boxed. Performed by Micki 
Khulman. 
 
 Most carmovirus gRNAs, including SCV, contain 5’ terminal sequences that can 
fold into a stable hairpin (gH1).  In GaMV, HCRSV and CarMV, the PTE-
complementary sequence is located in the apical loop of gH1. To investigate the impact 
on translation when gH1 of SCV is altered to contain the PTE-interacting sequence, the 
apical loop of gH1 was replaced with the apical loop of gH3 (Figure 12B).  In addition, a 




long-distance RNA:RNA interaction.  This single mutation by itself reduced luciferase 
activity in protoplasts to 4.1% of wt (Figure 12B).  When the construct also contained 
gH1 with the apical loop of gH3, luciferase activity improved 13-fold to 55% of wt.  This 
suggests that moving the interacting sequence to the 5’ terminus can support the required 
RNA:RNA interaction. However translation was reduced by nearly 50% from wt levels, 
suggesting either that a preference exists for the wt location of the interacting sequence, 
or that SCV hairpin gH1 plays a role in translation that is disrupted when its apical loop 
is altered. 
gH1 is required for efficient translation of the SCV reporter construct  
To determine if gH1 is important for SCV translation, the entire hairpin was 
deleted, producing construct ∆gH1.  Luciferase activity of ∆gH1 was 57% of wt (Figure 
13A), suggesting that the hairpin, or 24 nt in this location, improves translation. To 
determine the importance of the gH1 stem, the stem was disrupted by replacing the 5’ 
side sequence with the 3’ side sequence (construct m1).   m1 luciferase activity (56% of 
wt) was similar to that of ∆gH1, suggesting that the hairpin is not acting as a simple 
spacer element. When compensatory mutations were included in the 3’ side of gH1 to 
restore the stem (construct m2), luciferase activity decreased to 24% of wt (Figure 13A). 
One possibility for why the restored gH1 stem in construct m2 did not re-establish 
efficient translation was the inadvertent introduction of an out-of-frame AUG codon into 
the gH1 stem (Figure 13A). To determine if this upstream AUG reduced translation 
initiation from the p26 initiation codon, the AUG in the m2 gH1stem was mutated to 
AUA generating construct m2AUA.   Eliminating the AUG in m2 increased luciferase 




luciferase translation.  This prompted an examination of a naturally occurring out-of-
frame AUG located in wt gH1 for its effect on translation (Figure 13A, solid box).  When 
the SCV gH1 AUG was altered to UUG (construct gH1UUG), luciferase activity increased 
to 198% of wt, suggesting that the gH1 AUG was negatively impacting translation.  
However, a second possibility was that the alteration in the loop of gH1affected a 
function associated with gH1 that was independent of the presence of an initiation codon.  
To test for this possibility, the apical loop or entire gH1 sequence was replaced with gH1 
sequences from carmovirus Calibrachoa mottle virus (CbMV), generating constructs 
gH1CbMVAL and CbMVgH1, respectively.  CbMV is predicted to contain a TED-like 
3'CITE that engages in a long-distance kissing-loop interaction with the apical loop of a 
coding region hairpin located in a similar ORF position as the SCV PTE-interacting 
hairpin (110 nt from the 5’ end) (5).  As with SCV, CbMV also contains a 5' terminal 
gH1 hairpin but without an AUG (Figure 13B).  Our reasoning was that if gH1 or its 
apical loop are important for translation, then the CbMV gH1 or CbMV gH1 apical loop 
replacements might provide effective substitutions.  gH1CbMVL and CbMVgH1 increased 
translation to 168% and 169% of wt, respectively (Figure 13C).   These results suggest 
that CbMV gH1 can functionally replace SCV gH1 in our translation assays, and 
enhanced translation of constructs containing gH1UUG, gH1CBMVL and CBMVgH1 is due to 













Figure 13: Mutational analysis of gH1 
(A) Alterations were generated in 5’125-Fluc-3’400. A natural AUG located upstream and out-of-
frame with the initiator AUG is boxed in a solid line in SCV gH1 (left).   An out-of-frame AUG 
that was introduced into the stem in construct m2 when the 3’ side sequence was replaced with 
the 5’ side sequence is boxed with a dotted line. This AUG was altered to AUA in construct 
m2AUA. gH1UUG contains a single base change (underlined) that eliminates the AUG in SCV gH1.  
Luciferase activity values were determined from three independent experiments and are presented 
as a percentage of the activity of the parental construct.  
(B) Schematic representation showing the organization of predicted hairpins in the 5’ 125 nt of 
CbMV.  CbMV contains a putative I-shaped 3’CITE capable of forming a kissing-loop 
interaction with its gH3 that is very similar to the SCV kissing-loop interaction (Simon and 
Miller, 2013). CbMVgH1 does not contain an AUG.   
(C) Hairpins that were substituted for SCV gH1 in 5’125-Fluc-3’400.  Results are from three 
independent experiments with standard deviations given. Performed by Micki Khulman and 
Maitreyi Chattopadhyay. 
 
 Since deletion of gH1 (construct ∆gH1) or compensatory mutations in the gH1 
stem (construct m2AUA) also removed any upstream out-of-frame initiation codons, the 
levels of luciferase activity produced by these constructs should more accurately be 
compared with that of gH1UUG.  Thus ∆gH1 reduced translation to 28% of gH1UUG and 




PTE interacting sequence to gH1 (Figure 12) also eliminated the gH1 AUG, the level of 
luciferase acidity obtained by this construct should also be compared with that of 
gH1UUG.  Thus, transferring the RNA:RNA interaction site to the 5’ terminal hairpin 
produced only 25% of the luciferase activity of gH1UUG.  These results together suggest 
that (1) SCV gH1 plays a role in translation; (2) the gH1 AUG impacts translation from 
the in-frame AUG in 5’125-Fluc-3’400;  and (3) CbMV  gH1, which shares structural but 
no sequence similarity with gH1 of SCV, can functionally replace SCV gH1.    
Translation directed by the sgRNA2 5’UTR can be affected by altering the 
location of the sgH1 
Carmoviral PTE also engage in a long-distance kissing-loop interaction with 
hairpin sgH1 located in the central region of their sgRNA2 5’UTR ((90); Figure 14A).  
All sgH1 interacting sequences in PTE-containing carmoviruses are found in the apical 
loops of diverse hairpins located in the center of the sgRNA2 5’UTR, with the interacting 
sequences occupying nearly identical positions relative to the 5’ end (62 to 65 nt) (Table 
4 and Table 5).  In addition, the 5’ terminal sequences of carmovirus sgRNA2 contain a 
carmovirus consensus sequence (G2-3 A/U3) similar or identical to the sequence found at 
the 5’ end of their gRNA (147).    To determine whether the location of sgH1 affects 
translation directed by the sgRNA2 5’UTR, sgH1 was moved closer to the 5’ end by 
sequentially deleting upstream sequences in a parental luciferase construct containing the 
complete  5’UTR (137 nt) and 3’ 400 nt (5’137-Fluc-3’400; Figure 14B).    Deletions of 
9, 18 or 27 nt (positions 2525-2533, 2516-2533 and 2507-2533) resulted in 80%, 121% 
and 94% of the wt parental luciferase activity, suggesting that relocating the interacting 
sequences at least 27 nt closer to the 5’ end was not detrimental to translation of the 




2489-2533 and 2498-2533) reduced luciferase activity by 4 to 5-fold.   Deleting all 
upstream sequences (thus placing the kissing-loop hairpin at the 5’ terminus) resulted in a 
further decrease in translation to 9% of wt luciferase levels.    
The nearly 4-fold reduction in translation that occurred when constructs contained 
a 36-nt deletion compared with a 27-nt deletion could reflect either a positional 
requirement for sgH1 or the loss of a required element or both.   To help determine if the 
decrease in luciferase activity was caused by disruption of a required element, a construct 
was generated that contained only the 9-nt deletion between positions 2498 and 2506.   
This 9-nt deletion caused a 32% loss in translation activity.  Randomizing the entire 
sequence between the 5’ end and sgH1 resulted in a similar loss of luciferase activity 
(33%).    These results suggest that the 4-fold reduction in translation due to deletion of 
positions 2498-2533 could be due to a combination of effects: loss of an element that 
contributes to translation as well as an additional effect caused by the 36-nt deletion.    
To determine if the 36-nt deletion caused an alteration in the structure of sgH3 
(i.e., the deletion resulted in the loss of exposure of the sgH3 apical loop), RNA 
transcripts derived from parental construct 5’137-Fluc-3’400,  and deletion  constructs 
5’137Δ27-Fluc-3’400 (deletion of  positions 2507-2533) and 5’137Δ36-Fluc-3’400 
(deletion of positions 2498-2533) were subjected to  SHAPE analysis in the vicinity of 
sgH1. The pattern of residues susceptible to NMIA in sgH1in the wt luciferase construct 
(Figure 14D, left) was mainly consistent with the hairpin structure previously proposed 
using in-line probing (90).  Residues in the apical loop participating in the kissing-loop 
interaction were more weakly modified by NMIA than the adjacent loop residues, 




The bulged cytidylate at position 2540 was flexible according to SHAPE, whereas the U-
U non-Watson Crick pair near the base of the stem was inflexible, suggesting that this 
nucleotide pair is forming non-canonical hydrogen bonds. The residues in the upper 
portion of the 5’ side stem were also weakly modified. 
 
Figure 14: Effect of sgH1 location on translation of reporter constructs and sgH1 
structure 
(A)  The long-distance kissing-loop interaction between sgH1 and the PTE is shown with dotted 
lines.  Start of the CP ORF is indicated.   
(B) sgRNA parental reporter construct 5’137-Fluc-3’400 contains Fluc flanked by the 5’UTR 
(137 nt) of sgRNA2 and the 3’ 400 nt.   
(C) Effect of deletions on translation of sgH1.  Residues of sgH1 with strong or moderate 
reactivity to NMIA within 5’137-Fluc-3’400 transcripts are denoted by red and green colors, 
respectively. The position of sgH1 was altered by deleting upstream sequence. Deletions are 




inoculated with a renilla luciferase reporter control construct.   Levels of luciferase activity are 
presented as a percentage of the activity of the parental construct. Results are from three 
independent experiments with standard deviations given.    
 (D) SHAPE autoradiogram comparing sgH1 structure in parental wt transcripts, and transcripts 
containing deletions Δ2507-2533 or Δ2489-2533.  U and A, ladder lanes; N, NMIA; D, DMSO. 
Position of sgH1 is bracketed. Orange circles denote residues with reproducible, slightly 
increased flexibility.  Performed by Kalyani Kumar and Maitreyi Chattopadhyay. 
 
 The susceptibility to NMIA of sgH1 residues in RNA transcripts of parental 
construct 5’137-Fluc-3’400 and 5’137Δ27-Fluc-3’400 were indistinguishable (Figure 
14D). Residue flexibility of sgH1 in 5’137Δ36-Fluc-3’400 was also very similar with two 
exceptions. Two residues, the bulged uridylate at position 2536 and the adjacent 
cytidylate at position 2535, showed a reproducible high level of modification by NMIA 
(Figure 14D, orange circles).  The lack of discernible difference in flexibility of the apical 
loop suggests that the kissing-loop interaction with the PTE would still be available.  
Thus an alternative explanation, such as a positional effect, likely accounts for the 
reduced translational activity of 5’137Δ36-Fluc-3’400.   
Discussion 
At least four classes of 3’CITEs (PTE, TSS, ISS, TED-like) are associated with 
viruses in the carmovirus genus, with the PTE being the most common (5).  The best 
studied PTE is the element associated with Umbravirus PEMV (92, 93).  However, this 
PTE is exceptional in not being directly involved in a long-distance interaction.  Thus, to 
better understand how PTE function in general, analyses of more canonical PTE are 
required.  To this end, I examined the conformation of the SCV PTE and surrounding 
sequences within a full-length gRNA transcript and the consequences of altering the 
conserved placement of 5’ sequences that interact with the PTE to bridge the 5’ and 3’ 




 The SHAPE-derived structure of the SCV PTE within full-length gRNA (Figure 
10B) was consistent with the 3-way branched structure previously predicted by in-line 
structure probing of a shorter 3’ terminal 343-nt fragment (90) and by SHAPE probing of 
a short fragment centered on the PTE (93).  The major difference between the current and 
previous structures was the inflexibility of the 3H1 apical loop in the full-length structure.  
This finding strongly suggests that these residues in full-length transcripts are inflexible 
due to their base-pairing with one of its pairing partners (gH1 and sgH3).   In the full-
length fragment, the SHAPE flexibility profile of the surrounding sequences was most 
consistent with the PTE jutting out of a 3-way junction, which also contains a lower stem 
and short 5’ side hairpin.  Similar structures in this region were predicted for all PTE-
containing carmoviruses, suggesting that this RNA conformation is phylogenetically 
conserved.   However, it is not likely that this overall conformation is required for the 
PTE function. The PEMV PTE is known to be just downstream of a second 3’CITE, the 
kl-TSS ribosome-binding translation enhancer, and thus this region in PEMV also does 
not adopt a similar conformation.  However, the PEMV PTE differs from the carmovirus 
PTE in that it does not participate in a long-distance interaction, a function associated 
with the adjacent kl-TSS (94).  
 For several carmovirus gRNAs, the PTE-interacting sequences are found either in 
the loop of 5’ terminal hairpin gH1 or 100 to 107 nt from the 5’ end also in the apical 
loop of hairpin gH3.  In sgRNA2, the location of the interacting sequence is even more 
precise: 62 to 65 nt from the 5’ end of sgRNA2 in the apical loop of hairpin sgH1.   The 
PMV 5’ sequence that is complementary with its PTE is also located in loop of a 5’ 




3’CITEs in the Luteoviridae and Tombusviridae (39, 71, 148).  Based on the strict 
positional conservation of 5’ sequences that partner with PTE in the critical long-distance 
kissing-loop interaction,  our original hypothesis was that the position of the 5’ partner 
sequences relative to the 5’ end of the translated RNA was associated with PTE function 
as a translation enhancer.  Moving SCV gH3 or sgH1 27 nt closer to the 5’ end of their 
respective reporter transcripts produced either only a modest 30% reduction in luciferase 
activity (gH3; Figure 12B), or had a negligible effect (sgH1; Figure 14B).  This suggests 
that the strict conservation of PTE-interacting sequences may be either (1) an 
evolutionary remnant; (2) necessary for a function not directly connected with PTE-
mediated translation; or (3) necessary for translation of the viral RNA and not the 
reporter construct.  Interestingly, extending the 27-nt deletion to 36-nt by deleting 
positions 2498 to 2506 reduced translation mediated by the sgRNA2 5’UTR by 4-fold.  
Deletion of position 2498 to 2506 alone also reduced translation, but by only 32%, 
suggesting that the 4-fold reduction in translation resulting from the 36-nt deletion was 
not due simply to alteration of an important element in the region.  The 36-nt deletion 
only slightly affected the structure near the base of sgH1 and did not alter the weak 
flexibility of the apical loop residues, indicating that the kissing-loop interaction 
involving these residues was likely still present.  The 4-fold decrease in translation that 
occurred using the construct containing the 36 nt deletion thus may be a consequence of 
the altered position of sgH1 relative to the 5’ end.   
 When the entire sequence upstream of sgH1 was randomized, translation was 
reduced by a similar level as with the deletion of position 2498 to 2506, suggesting that 




contains a portion of a CA-rich sequence (AACAAAUCA) and similar CA-rich motifs 
are found in 5′ UTRs of both gRNAs and sgRNAs of TCV and tombusvirus Tomato 
bushy stunt virus and in the 5′ UTRs of CarMV and CCFV sgRNA2 (149). Among the 
PTE-containing carmoviruses, a CA-rich motif that contributes additional length and 
reduced secondary structure is found in the HCRSV IRES element located in the 5’UTR 
of sgRNA2 (150). This single-stranded region has been postulated to provide a suitable 
landing site for ribosome docking with the viral mRNA (149). SHAPE structure probing 
of 5’137-Fluc-3’400 transcripts also indicated that this sequence is single-stranded 
(Figure 14B). 
 All carmoviruses, with the exception of the two viruses with ribosome-binding 
3’CITEs (TCV and CCFV), have a predicted hairpin (gH1) at the 5’ end of their gRNAs.  
A subset of the PTE-containing carmoviruses have the kissing-loop sequence within the 
apical loop of this hairpin, as does  TGP-carmo isolate 1, which is predicted to have a 
TED-like 3’CITE (5).  Transposition of the SCV PTE-interacting sequence from its distal 
location to the loop of gH1 resulted in significantly reduced translation, despite removal 
of an upstream out-of-frame AUG residing partially within the gH1 loop that reduced 
translation of the parental reporter construct by ~50% (Figure 13A).  This result suggests 
that gH1 in carmoviruses may have a function in translation other than simply as a 
potential scaffold for the long-distance interaction. A separate role for SCV gH1 in 
translation is suggested by the inefficient translation that resulted when the stem of gH1 
was disrupted, which was only partially restored by compensatory mutations and only 
when an inadvertent potential initiation codon within the stem was mutated.  Although 




was able to effectively substitute for SCV gH1, despite having only limited sequence 
similarity.  These results for the PTE differ from results obtained using similar reporter 
constructs and UTR sequences from BYDV luteovirus.  The BYDV BTE 3’CITE also 
engages in a kissing-loop interaction with 5’ sequences, which for the gRNA are located 
104 nt from the 5’ end, and for sgRNA1 are located in a 5’terminal hairpin.  In this 
system, relocating the gRNA 5’ interacting sequences to a 5’terminal hairpin had only a 
limited (26%) decrease in translation efficiency (80). 
 It has been proposed that the kissing-loop interactions that connect 3’CITEs to the 
5’ ends of their translated mRNAs function more efficiently when the 5’ sequences are 
located proximal to the 5’ end.  This proximity is proposed to assist ribosomes in using 
the translation factor-bound 3’CITEs to dock with the template and finding the 5’ 
terminus of the mRNA prior to scanning to the initiation codon (80).  This hypothesis 
was based partially on finding that increasing the distance of the kissing-loop interacting 
sequence relative to the 5’ end in BYDV reduced translation efficiency.  Our results for 
the SCV PTE kissing-loop interaction do not currently support this hypothesis.  With one 
exception (9-nt deletion in the gRNA), all deletions that repositioned the kissing-loop 
sequence closer to the 5’ end had either a limited effect on translation or a strong negative 
effect on translation.  In addition, sgRNA2 in PTE-containing carmoviruses must express 
the CP at high levels despite having the interacting sequence at least 63-nt distal to the 5’ 
end.   Movement of sgRNA2 sgH1 to the 5’ end by deleting intervening sequences 
(which when randomized only reduced translation by 33%) reduced translation by over 
10-fold (Figure 14C).  Furthermore carmoviruses that have the gRNA kissing-loop 




hairpin likely require synthesis of comparable levels of their replication proteins.  It 
seems likely that additional factors also dictate the evolutionary placement of the 5’ 
kissing-loop interacting sequences for 3’CITEs. 
Over the course of the current study, I tried to develop a SCV replication system. 
The goal was to assess the impact of mutations on viral replication and translation using 
the full-length virus. Previous attempts to develop an SCV replication system using 
Arabidopsis protoplasts and detection of viral RNA via northern blot analysis were not 
successful. Therefore, I attempted to detect SCV viral accumulation using a more 
sensitive assay: quantitative PCR.  This method utilizes polymerase chain reaction 
chemistry to amplify viral RNA so that high enough concentrations of viral particles can 
be detected and quantified by fluorescence. In vitro transcribed full-length SCV was 
transfected into Arabidopsis protoplasts and cells were incubated at 25oC for up to 48 h. 
Cells were harvested every 12 h. Total RNA was extracted and reverse transcribed into 
cDNA using M-MuLV Reverse Transcriptase (NEB) following manufacturer’s 
instructions.  The resultant cDNA was subjected to Taqman real time PCR assay using a 
LightCyler 480 real time PCR machine.  As a negative control, an SCV full-length virus 
with a mutation in GDD domain of its RdRp was used.  The GDD domain is responsible 
for coordinating the metal ions and nucleotide substrate selection during catalysis and its 
mutation renders the RdRp inactive (151-153). The levels of accumulation of wt SCV 
(1% to 20%) was similar to that of GDD mutant at each time point tested (Figure 15) 
suggesting that SCV does not accumulate in Arabidopsis protoplasts. Arabidopsis 
protoplasts have been shown to be infected by many different plant viruses, such as TCV, 




cactus, which is found in the desert, it is possible that the replication of SCV requires a 
higher temperature than 25oC.  
    
                              
Figure 15: SCV replication in Arabidopsis protoplasts  
Arabidopsis protoplasts (Col-0) were inoculated with full-length transcripts of SCV gRNA and 
GDD mutant and levels of gRNA accumulation was determined by quantitative real PCR every 










Chapter 4: Second-Site mutations require host RNA silencing 
components and the virus silencing suppressor to compensate for 
structural defects in the 3’UTR 
Introduction 
The genomes of (+)-strand RNA viruses have evolved to fold into complex 
higher-order structures via multiple long- and short-range RNA:RNA interactions that  
facilitate  basic functions  including translation,  replication, and  evasion of host defenses  
(12, 23). Recent studies have suggested that the folded state of highly structured viral 
genomes can hinder the effectiveness of the host RNA silencing pathway (26, 33-35).  
TCV is a small, (+)-strand RNA virus with five overlapping ORFs. The 3’ 
proximal ORF, p38, encodes a multifunctional protein (Figure 2). In addition to its role in 
capsid formation, p38 functions as a silencing suppressor and targets multiple 
components in the host RNA silencing pathway (117, 154) that include binding to 
dsRNA of different sizes (155, 156) and interaction with Argonaut1 (AGO1) and AGO2  
(120, 123, 157). AGO1 and AGO2 play major roles in RNA silencing processes as vital 
catalytic components of RISC, and function as major effectors of antiviral defense (121-
123).  
 It has become  clear that multiple short- and medium-range RNA:RNA 
interactions between various cis-acting structural elements make up the higher order 
structure of the TCV 3’ end  facilitating many basic functions of the virus in host cells 
(136), see Figure 2.  The only known long-distance interaction in the TCV genome is 




This interaction modulates production of the TCV RdRp (29). Among the different 
elements in the 3’ end, H4  plays a critical yet enigmatic role in  TCV gRNA 
accumulation, and  occupies a central role in a network of structural interactions  
connecting  all 3’ end elements (89, 131) (Figure 2). A 3  nt alteration in  H4AL (UUA to 
ACU), known as TCV-m21, reduced TCV gRNA accumulation in protoplasts by ~80% 
(131), and reduced in vivo translation of a luciferase reporter construct containing the 
TCV 5’UTR and 400 3’ residues by 77% (89). To determine  how H4 participates in the 
structure and function of the gRNA, TCV containing important  H4AL mutation, TCV-
m21, was subjected to a genetic second-site mutation analysis to reveal any specific 
H4AL-interacting sequences within the 5’ and 3’ regions of the virus (131). 
 Turnip seedlings were inoculated with TCV-m21 and viral progeny were recovered after 
three passages. Fragments 5’ terminal 1564 nt and the 3’ terminal 900 nt were cloned 
from the progeny and examined for second-site mutations.  As previously described 
(131), no second-site mutations were recovered in clones containing the 5’ 1564 nt. 
Interestingly, the  m21 primary-mutation site was partially reverted to “rev1” or “rev2”  
in all clones recovered containing 3’ 900 nt and second-site mutations were found in the 
3’UTR and  upstream p38 ORF. Second-site mutations recovered in the 3’UTR included 
single residue changes in the stem of hairpin H4b, a single change in the loop of H4TL 
and three bases altered in the Pr loop (UCG→AA) (131).  None of these locations 
contained sequence capable of canonical base-pairing with H4AL (131). 
In this chapter, I investigated some selected second-site mutations in the p38 
ORF, all of which were associated with rev1, the partial revertant of TCV-m21. TCV-




16A and B).  The second-site mutations examined were single missense mutations 
recovered from separate plants (G3561A, G→E; and U3329C, F→L). Another was a  set 
of three second-site mutations  present  in the same clone (A3475G/A3709G/U3741C), 
which also produced an altered p38 (U3741C: V→A). Here I report that: 1) Second-site 
mutations in the p38 ORF reside in a separate upstream RNA domain (Domain2) from 
the primary-site mutation, which is in Domain1; 2) Domain1 and Domain2 are connected 
via RNA: RNA interactions; 3) The second-site mutations were compensatory only in the 
presence of p38, the TCV silencing suppressor, and in the presence of functional DCLs 
and RISC.  Our analysis provides an unexpected connection between 3’UTR primary-site 
mutations and the RNA silencing machinery in TCV.   
Materials and methods 
Generation of constructs 
Oligonucleotide-mediated site-directed mutagenesis was used to generate 
mutations in full-length TCV using parental constructs pTCV66, TCV-m21, TCV-rev1 
and TCV CP-. PCR was performed using Phusion® High-Fidelity PCR Master Mix with 
HF Buffer (NEB) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.  PCR products were digested 
with Dpn1 for one hour at 37oC, followed by transformation of DH5α cells.  All 
mutations were subjected to regional sequencing to confirm the desired alteration. For 
agrobacterium infiltration, binary construct PZP-TCVp38 containing mutation G3561A 
or U3329C in the p38 ORF within vector pRTL2 was used (117). PZP-TCVp38 contains 
a 35S promoter, TEV translational enhancer, p38 ORF insert, and 35S terminator. 




The expression cassette was excised from the vector using Pst1 digestion and ligated into 
binary vector pPZP212 to produce constructs p38G3561A and p38U3329C. 
Isolation of second-site mutations 
 TCV-m21, containing a 3-nt alteration in H4AL (3897UUA to ACU) was used to 
generate the second-site mutations.  Plants (Turnip cv Just Right) at the two true leaf 
stage were mechanically inoculated with in vitro-transcribed TCV-m21 RNA (2 μg for 
each of two leaves), as described previously (158).  Total RNA was extracted at 21-days 
post inoculation (dpi) and used to re-inoculate seedlings (5 µg for each of the two leaves). 
The process was repeated a total of three times.  Total RNA isolated from the third 
passage was used for RT-PCR amplification of fragments corresponding to the 5’ 1564 nt 
or 3’ 900 nt, which were cloned and subjected to sequencing. This was conducted by 
Xuefeng Yuan. 
Protoplast preparation, inoculation and RNA gel blots 
Please see Chapter 2. 
SHAPE structure probing 
Please See Chapter 3. 
Agrobacterium infiltration 
Agrobacterium infiltration was performed as described previously (117). Briefly, 
pZP212 binary vectors containing desired mutations in the p38 were introduced into 
agrobacterium strain C58C1 by electroporation. The transformed agrobacterium were 
grown on LB plates containing 50 µg/ml rifampicin, 50 µg/ml gentamycin and 100 µg/ml 
spectinomycin at 28oC for 48 h. Individual colonies were grown at 28oC overnight in 3 




cultures carrying various constructs were pelleted at 5,000 rpm for 15 min and 
resuspended in inoculation buffer (10 mM morpholinepropanesulfonic acid (pH 5.5), 10 
mM MgCl2, and 100 μM acetosyringone) to an optical density of 1.0 at 600 nm. 
Suspensions were incubated at room temperature for 2 hours and were mixed in equal 
volumes for co-infiltrations. The Nicotiana benthamiana plants constitutively expressing 
GFP (line 16c) were grown at 22oC with a 12/12 h day/night cycle. Infiltration was 
carried out at the three-week-old stage with a 1ml needleless syringe. GFP fluorescence 
was observed under long wavelength ultraviolet lamp (Black Ray model B 100AP) and 
photographed using a Nikon D90 digital camera. 
Detection of GFP 
Total RNA from the infiltrated leaves was isolated by using TRIzol reagent 
(Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Infiltrated leaves were grounded 
into a fine powder under liquid nitrogen and were dissolved in 1 ml TRIzol reagent per 
50-100 mg of tissue sample.  The homogenized samples were incubated for 5 min at 
room temperature followed by addition of 200 µl of chloroform per 1 ml of TRIzol 
reagent. Tubes were shacked vigorously and incubated for 5 min at room temperature. 
The aqueous phase was collected after centrifugation at 13,000 rpm for 15 min at 4oC. 
RNA precipitation was conducted in the presence of  1/10 volume of 3M NaOAc (pH 
5.3) and 2.5 volume of 100% of ethanol at -80oC for 30 min, followed by centrifugation 
at 13,000 rpm for 30 min at 4oC. The pellet was washed with 70% ethanol, air dried and 
resuspended in 100 µl of sterile distilled water. RNA was transferred to a nitrocellulose 
membrane. The membrane was hybridized with [α-32P]-dCTP labeled DNA probes 




Protein gels and immunoblotting 
Total protein was isolated from the saved interphase and organic phenol-
chloroform phase by following the manufacture’s recommendation. About 1.5 ml of 
isopropanol per 1 ml TRIzol were added and incubated for 10 min at room temperature. 
Total Protein was pelleted down by centrifugation at 12,000 rpm for 15 min at 4oC. After 
three washes with wash solution (0.3 M guanidine hydrochloride in 95% ethanol), the 
pellet was air dried and resuspended in solution containing 1% SDS.  
                After quantifying total protein using the BCA Protein Assay Kit (Pierce), 3µg 
of protein were separated on 12% SDS-PAGE gel.  Proteins were transferred onto 
Immunobilon-P transfer membranes (Millipore) at 10V for 30 min using a TransferBlot 
Semi-dry Transfer Cell (BioRad). For Western analysis, the membrane was wet in MeOH 
for 1 min, followed by treatment with Tris-Buffered Saline (TBST, 20 mM Tris-HCl, and 
140 mM NaCl, 0.1% Tween (20 v/v, pH 7.5) containing 5% nonfat dry milk. After two 
15 min washes with TBST, the membrane was incubated in 0.1% nonfat dry milk/TBST 
and 1:1500 diluted anti-CP antibody. The membrane was washed 3 times with TBST and 
then incubated in 0.1% nonfat dry milk/TBST and 1:30,000 diluted secondary antibody. 
The membrane was washed for 15 min with TBST and repeated three times. Super Signal 
West Pico Chemiluminescent Substrate Kit (Pierce) was used for chemiluminescent 
staining according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The membrane incubated with the 
substrate was covered with plastic wrap and exposed to an X-ray film for 30 sec before 









Table 8: TCV constructs used in Chapter 4 
Name Description 
pTCV66 Full-length TCV in pUC19 
U3329C U to C change at position 3329 
G3561A G to A change at position 3561A 
A3475G A to C change at position 3475 
U3741C U to C change at position 3741 
A3475G/A3709G/U3741C A to G change at position 3475, A to G change at position 3709 and U 
to C change at position 3741 
m21 UUA to ACU change in the H4AL 
rev1 UUA to UUU change in the H4AL 
TCV CP- R to stop change at position of 6th amino acid in the p38 ORF 
TCV-CP/G3561A G to E amino acid change at position 273 in the TCV p38 ORF 






















Table 9: Oligonucleotides used in Chapter 4 
Name Position Sequence Polarity 
U3329C 3329 GATTCTACTGACCGCCTTGTGGCGGATGG + 
U3329C 3329 CCATCCGCCACAAGGCGGTCAGTAGAATC - 
G3561A 3561 CAAGGGGACAGCTGAGTGGGAGCACGA + 
G3561A 3561 TCGTGCTCCCACTCAGCTGTCCCCTTG - 
Domain2 3130 3130-3157 GTACCTAAATCTGAGTGACGTGAATCGG - 
Domain2 3327 3327-3348 CTGATACCATCCGCCACAAAGC - 
Domain2 3395 3395-3414 GGCCAAGGAGCCAATGATGC - 
Domain2 3496 3496-3518 CGTCCTTAACACCTGCGAAGTCC - 
Domain2 3628 3628-3648 TTTTCTAGCCCCGAGACCGGC - 
Domain2 3707 3707-3730 CCTTTCTGCTACCTTCACTCCTGC - 
Domain 1 3871 3871-3894 CAGGTCAAAATAAAGCGACCTGGG - 
Domain1 3931 3931-3951 GTTTTCCAGTCTAATGCCCGCA - 
Domain1 3869 3869-3883 ATAAAGCGACCTGGGGG - 
Domain1 4035 4035-4054 GGGCAGGCCCCCCCCCCGCG - 













Second-site mutations in the p38 ORF along with TCV-rev1 can partially 
compensate for reduced accumulation of TCV-m21    
  To determine whether any of these second-site alterations were compensatory in 
conjunction with the initial m21 alteration or the recovered rev1 variant, each second-site 
mutation was introduced into three full-length gRNA backbones and assayed for 
accumulation in Arabidopsis thaliana protoplasts (Figure 16C). These backbones were: 
1) wtTCV, to determine if the second-site mutations by themselves affected TCV 
accumulation; 2) TCV-m21, to assess if the second-site changes improved the 
accumulation defect of m21 and thus may have arisen prior to the m21 partial reversion 
to rev1; and 3) TCV-rev1.  Note that TCV-rev1 accumulation was quite variable in these 
experiments (performed by Maitreyi and Vera using the same starting material), although 
results were consistent for the individuals performing the experiments.  This is highly 
unusual for TCV mutations and cannot currently be explained.  Thus, for each second-
site mutation, all constructs, including wtTCV, TCV-m21 and TCV-rev1, with and 
without second-site mutations, were assayed at the same time by the same individual.  At 
least three independent experiments were performed for each alteration before final 
averaged values were obtained.  
TCV gRNA that includes G3561A (TCV-G3561A) accumulated to 38% of 
wtTCV (Figure 16C, left panel), suggesting that the mutation negatively impacts either 
p38 function or gRNA structure.  TCV-m21 accumulated to 17% of wtTCV and addition 
of G3561A did not appreciably improve accumulation.  TCV-rev1 accumulated to 75% 




(Figure 16C, left panel).  TCV gRNA containing both rev1 and G3561A (TCV-
rev1+G3561A) improved accumulation of TCV-G3561A by over 2-fold to 88% of 
wtTCV levels.  These results suggest that G3561A did not arise prior to the m21 partial 
reversion to rev1 and that the combination of rev1 (A3899U) and G3561A are synergistic 
for improved accumulation of TCV gRNA. 
Second-site mutation U3329C had only a slight effect on TCV gRNA levels, with 
TCV-U3329C accumulating to 88% of wtTCV (Figure 16C, middle panel).  As with 
G3561A, U3329C had no beneficial effect on accumulation of TCV-m21. TCV-rev1, in 
this set of experiments, accumulated to an average of 42% of wtTCV, and addition of 
U3329C enhanced accumulation by 1.6-fold.  These results suggest that, as with 
G3561A, U3329C likely originated in the TCV-rev1 background and was able to 
partially compensate for the rev1 (A3899U) alteration.    
The second-site mutation set A3475G/A3709G/U3741C was evaluated in wtTCV 
for A3475C alone, A3709G and U3741C together, and all three alterations combined.  
TCV+A3475C accumulated slightly better than wtTCV (125%), whereas TCV 
containing both A3709G and U3741C accumulated to a similar level as wtTCV.  gRNA 
containing all three second-site alterations accumulated to only 30% of wtTCV (Figure 
16C, right panel), suggesting that, all together these mutations are detrimental for  gRNA 
accumulation.  None of the mutation combinations improved accumulation of TCV-m21.  
TCV-rev1 accumulated to an average of 65% of wtTCV in these experiments, and 
addition of all three second-site mutations enhanced accumulation to wtTCV levels.  This 
suggests that one or more of the alterations in this second-site mutation set is 






Figure 16: Second-site mutations located in the p38 ORF upstream of H4 are 
compensatory for virus accumulation 
(A)  Primary mutations in the H4AL that are the subject of the current study are. 
(B) Selected second-site mutations, their effect on the sequence of the p38, and association with 
primary-site partial reversion (rev1) are shown.   
(C) Effect of second-site mutations on accumulation of wtTCV, TCV-m21, and TCV-rev1 are 
shown. G3561A, left; U3329C, middle; A3475G, A3709G and U3741C, right. Arabidopsis 
protoplasts were inoculated with full-length transcripts and levels of gRNA determined by RNA 
gel blots at 40 hpi.  Values are from independent experiments conducted in triplicate and standard 
deviations are shown. *=p<0.05, **=p<0.01, Student’s t-test. G3561A data was generated by 





Second-site mutations are located within a discrete RNA domain 
We previously found that second-site alterations in the Pr loop that were isolated 
together with rev1 affected the structure of the 3’UTR (131).  In addition, several second-
site mutations in the 3’UTR that compensated for primary mutations in H4TL were 
compensatory for virus accumulation and eliminated RNA structural changes caused by 
the primary-site mutations (131).  To determine if G3561A and U3329C affect local (p38 
ORF) RNA structure and/or structure within the 3’UTR, the secondary structure of the 
p38 ORF was mapped using SHAPE  structure probing combined with mFold 
computational predictions (139).  The location of all flexible residues in the secondary 
structure of the wtTCV p38 ORF region is presented in Figure 17A. Whereas most of the 
flexible residues mapped to single-stranded terminal loops, bulged loops, and base-pairs 
next to loops, a notable exception was the stem flanking the 3’ base of hairpin H2-2 
(Stem1).  Stem1 had a number of reactive bases mainly on one side of the stem that likely 
denote instability of a poorly stable structure (7/10 G:U or A:U pairs and a central A-A 
pair) and/or participation of that region in a higher order structure that cannot be currently 
be ascertained.   G3561A is located near the base of H2-2; U3329C is located in one of 
the bulge loops of H2-4 near two other second-site changes; A3475G is within H2-3 and 
the two companion mutations are located downstream of this region (not shown, not done 
by Maitreyi).  Eight of 11 second-site changes in progeny of TCV-m21 were predicted to 
weaken hairpin stems and none are in sequences that might canonically pair with H4AL.  
Thus, the compensatory nature of these second-site mutations likely involves a 






Figure 17: Location of second-site mutations in the structure of Domain2 
(A)  SHAPE-derived structure that includes most of the p38 ORF (2744-3799).  Residues 
corresponding to high and low reactivity to NMIA are denoted by red and green colors, 
respectively.  Names of hairpins and location of second-site mutations are indicated.  Identical 
symbols denote association in the same clone.  Second-site mutations investigated in this study 
are in blue.  
(B) mFold-generated secondary structure of full-length TCV gRNA.  Structural predictions used 




the base of hairpin H2-2.  Locations of Domain1 and Domain2 are shown.  Performed by Micki 
Khulman and Christine R Szarko. 
 
 
Secondary structure predictions of full-length TCV gRNA by mFold, which take 
into account  the SHAPE data generated for the p38 ORF region,  suggest that the 
genome is organized into multiple domains emanating from a central backbone, similar to 
the SHAPE-determined genome structure of TBSV and STMV  (24, 25) (Figure 17B). 
This structure prediction places most of the p38 ORF into a domain (Domain2) that is 
separate from the domain (Domain1) containing the 3’ region of TCV gRNA and known 
3’ hairpins including H4, the site of the primary mutations. Thus any direct RNA linkage 
between H4 and the second-site mutations would need to involve long-distance tertiary 
interactions. 
Effect of second-site mutations on the RNA structure of Domain2 
The effect of second-site mutations G3561A and U3329C on the structure of 
Domain2 was examined by SHAPE analysis of full-length TCV-G3561A and TCV-
U3329C.   G3561A, located near the base of hairpin H2-2, enhanced the flexibility of 
residues on both sides of the lower stem, supporting the existence of the lower H2-2 stem 
(Figure 18D, right).  However, G3561A also enhanced residue flexibility only on the 5’ 
side of the upper H2-2 stem, suggesting that the upper portion of the hairpin adopts a 
higher-order structure different from the structure shown in Figure 18D.  G3561A also 
affected residue flexibility in the adjacent poorly organized Stem1 sequence, with 






Figure 18: Effect of G3561A on the structure of resident hairpin H2-2 and other 
proximal regions 
(A) SHAPE autoradiogram showing the effect of Domain1 and Domain2 mutations on the 
structure of the RNA in the vicinity of H2-2. RNAs subjected to SHAPE are designated above the 
lanes.  A,G,C,U denote ladder lanes; N, NMIA; D, DMSO. Arrow denotes position of the G3561. 
Orange circles and yellow circles denote residues with increased and reduced flexibility, 
respectively, compared with wtTCV.  No other changes in the flexibility of residues were found 
within Domain2 (data not shown). Performed by Micki Khulman and Christine R. Szarko.    
(B) Shorter run of the samples shown in A.   




(D)  Mapping the flexibility of residues in wtTCV and TCV-G3561A.  Strong and weak reactivity 
to NIMA is denoted by red and green colors, respectively.  Only changes that were consistent in 
repeated experiments are denoted by orange (enhanced flexibility) and yellow (reduced 




These changes in residue flexibility produced a profile that was more consistent 
with the predicted secondary structure of the stem, suggesting that G3561A is also 
disrupting higher-order structure in the region. No discernible differences were found 
within H2-3 and H2-4 (data not shown, not done by Maitreyi).  However, G3561A 
enhanced the flexibility of residues in the loop of hairpin H2-5, which is predicted to be 
spatially proximal to H2-2 within Domain2 (Figure 18D).  Enhanced flexibility in the 
base and upper  5’ side of H2-2, adjacent Stem 1 and upstream H2-5 due to a single 
nucleotide change near the base of H2-2 suggests that tertiary interactions may connect 
H2-2, H2-5 and Stem1.  Domain2 SHAPE structure profiles were also determined for 
TCV-m21, TCV-rev1, TCV-m21+G3561A and TCV-rev1+G3561A (Figure 18A, B and 
C).   No changes in flexibility compared with wtTCV were discernable for TCV-m21 and 
TCV-rev1, and residue flexibility was very similar for all gRNAs containing G3561A 
(i.e., TCV-G3561A; TCV-m21+G3561A; TCV-rev1+G3561A).   
The Domain2 structure profile was also determined for second-site mutation 
U3329C.  Although U3329 is predicted to reside in a small internal loop, U3329 is not 
flexible as assayed by SHAPE in wtTCV gRNA.  U3329C caused flexibility changes in 
three nearby residues on the 5’side of the H2-4 lower stem (G3323, C3325 and U3332; 
Figure 19C) and two spatially-proximal residues on the opposite side of the stem (A3420, 
A3421) (Figure 19C), supporting the existence of this stem.  This suggests either that 




U3329C causes new interactions in the region.  Residue flexibility was very similar for 
all gRNAs containing U3329C (TCV-U3329C, TCV-m21+U3329C and TCV-
rev1+U229C). No other structural changes were found within Domain2. Altogether, these 
results suggest that the compensatory effects of G3561A and U3329C in combination 
with rev1 cannot be explained by any discernable common structural changes in 
Domain2. 
  




(A)  SHAPE autoradiogram showing structural changes in the vicinity of H2-4 in response to 
U3329C with and without m21 or rev1. Arrow denotes location of U3329C. RNAs subjected to 
SHAPE are designated above the lanes.  See legend to Figure 18.  
(B) Comparison of residue flexibility in H2-4 between wtTCV and TCV-U3329C.  Strong and 
weak reactivity to NIMA is denoted by red and green colors, respectively.  Only changes that 
were consistent in repeated experiments are denoted by orange (enhanced flexibility) and yellow 
(reduced flexibility) circles.    No other structural changes were found within Domain2. 
 
 
G3561A affects the structure of the lower stem of hairpin H4 
The structures of fragments containing portions of Domain1 were previously 
mapped by in-line probing, a technique that evaluates the flexibility of individual 
residues within short fragments (88, 136).  In-line probing of the 3’ region of Domain1 
produced nearly identical results when using fragments that either began just upstream of 
H4, included the entire 3’UTR, or began just upstream of hairpin H3 within the p38 ORF 
(13, 141). For the current study, SHAPE was used to determine the structure of the 3’ end 
region of Domain1 within the full-length gRNA. The majority of Domain1 residues were 
similarly flexible using either SHAPE or in-line probing, suggesting that sequences 
upstream of Domain1 do not interact substantially with most sequences in the domain 
(Figure 20A). Major differences with the in-line probing data were found, however, for 
two pyrimidine-rich sequences within the large unstructured region (USR) linking H3 
and H4 (positions 3818-3827 and 3837-3846; boxed in Figure 20A).  These sequences 
lacked flexibility only when full-length gRNA was probed, suggesting that they interact 
with sequences absent in 3’ terminal fragments. In addition, several residues in H4TL and 
three of the five residues of H4AL exhibited different flexibility from the profile 
previously determined using 3’UTR fragments (compare H4 in Figure 20A and B), 
suggesting either that sequences upstream of the 3’UTR affect the structure of the H4 




in complex higher order structure (159). 
Susceptibility of Domain1 residues to NMIA was determined for the gRNAs 
described in (Figure 20 and Figure 21).  TCV-m21 had structural changes in H4AL (the 
local region containing the mutations), with reduced flexibility of G3894, U3898 and 
U3899 (Figure 20C, compare lanes 2 and 6).  Although these residues are predicted to be 
unpaired, this result supports our earlier findings that H4AL participates in widespread 
higher order interactions in the 3’ region.  Rev1 partially restored the wt pattern in H4AL 
with the exception that the flexibility of U3898 and A3899 (the mutated residue in rev1) 
retained their reduced flexibilities (Figure 20C, compare lanes 2 and 10).  Interestingly, 
Domain2 alteration G3561A generated a reproducible difference within the 3’UTR of 
TCV, increasing the flexibility of the H4 lower stem guanylates G3901 and G3902 
(Figure 20C, compare lanes 2 and 4).  This enhanced flexibility remained when G3561A 
was combined with m21 and rev1 (Figure 20C, compare lanes 4, 8 and 12).  In all three 
repetitions of this experiment, the control DMSO lane also contained reverse 
transcriptase stops at residues G3901 and G3902 in the G3561A and G3561A+rev1 
gRNAs (and in the G3561A+m21 gRNA in one experiment), which were absent from 
other lanes.  Second-site mutation U3329C did not produce any discernable structural 
changes in the H4 region or elsewhere in Domain1 (Figure 21A and B), and m21 and 
rev1 produced similar local structural change in H4AL with or without U3329C. These 
results suggests that while a structural connection appears to exist between Domain 1 and 
Domain2, there are no discernable common RNA structural changes specifically 





Figure 20: G3561A enhances the flexibility of the H4 lower stem 
(A) Structure of Domain1 determined using SHAPE and full-length TCV gRNA.  Residues 
corresponding to high and low reactivity to NMIA are denoted by red and green colors, 
respectively. Residues in hatched boxes differ significantly in their stability when assayed using 
SHAPE of full-length gRNA versus in-line probing of 3’UTR fragments (136). Residues whose 
flexibility changes in gRNA containing G3561A are underlined (G3901 and G3902).   
(B) In-line probing results for H4 using a 3’ terminal fragment beginning at position 3859 (13). 
Red residues are highly flexible and green residues are moderately flexible. 
(C) SHAPE autoradiogram showing the effect of G3561A with and without m21 or rev1 on the 
structure of the RNA in the vicinity of H4 in Domain1.  Location of hairpins H4 and H4a, and the 
H4 asymmetric loop (H4AL) are shown. Orange and yellow circles denote residues with 






Figure 21: Second-site alteration U3329C did not affect the structure of the H4 
lower stem   
Second-site alteration U3329C did not affect the structure of the H4 lower stem.  SHAPE 
autoradiogram showing no discernable flexibility changes due to U3329C on the structure of the 
RNA in the vicinity of H4 in Domain1. 
 
Compensatory effects require a functional p38 
  p38 is a multifunctional protein that assembles into virions, serves as an effector 
of virus resistance, and mediates suppression of virus accumulation by the virulent 




suppressor, a critical protein required to suppress the innate RNA silencing defense 
system of the host plant (117, 154).  Both G3561A and U3329C, as well as U3741C from 
the triple mutation set A3475G/A3709G/U3741C are missense mutations and thus may 
alter one or more of the functional properties of p38.  To determine if the beneficial 
effects of G3561A and U3329C on TCV-rev1 accumulation are connected with an altered 
p38, G3561A and U3329C were introduced into a TCV backbone (TCVCP-) with an 
engineered stop codon at the 6th codon position  in the p38 ORF that eliminates detectable 
p38 synthesis (116).  In the absence of p38, TCVCP- accumulates to only 10% of wtTCV 
in protoplasts with a functional RNA silencing system (116),  indicating that p38 is 
required for efficient virus accumulation due at least in part to its role in suppressing 
silencing.  
Whereas G3561A had a negative effect on wtTCV levels (Figure 16, right panel), 
it had an insignificant effect on TCVCP- accumulation (Figure 22A, left panel), 
suggesting that the negative effect of this alteration on wtTCV accumulation is due to a 
defect in p38 and not in the structure of the RNA.  Rev1 reduced accumulation of 
TCVCP- to a similar extent as it did with wtTCV.  G3561A did not enhance 
accumulation of TCVCP-/rev1, suggesting that the beneficial effect of G3561A on TCV-
rev1 depends on functional p38.    
As with wtTCV, U3329C did not negatively affect accumulation of TCVCP- 
(Figure 22A, right panel).    TCVCP-/rev1 accumulated to 82% of TCVCP- levels in this 
set of experiments and, unexpectedly, addition of U3329C reduced TCVCP-/rev1 levels 
by 4-fold. This significant reduction in TCVCP-/rev1 levels by U3329C suggests that, in 




A3899U.  Since these two mutations are in separate RNA domains, this further supports 
possible structural connections between Domain1 and Domain2.   
 
Figure 22: G3561A affects the silencing suppressor activity of the CP 
(A) Accumulation of viral gRNA incapable of producing p38 (TCV CP-] in Arabidopsis 
protoplasts (Col-0). Left panel: accumulation of TCV-G3561A, TCV-rev1 and TCV-
rev1+G3561A in the absence of p38. Right panel: accumulation of TCV-U3329C, TCV-rev1 and 
TCV-rev1+U3329C in the absence of p38.  
(B) Top, structural domains of p38.  R, RNA binding domain; A, Arm; S, Surface domain; H, 
hinge; P, protruding domain. G561A is located in the P domain and U3329C is located in the S 




and the second-site mutations.  The N-terminal GW motif is located in an unresolved region in 
p38. G3561A alters the C-terminal GW motif (red). U3329C modifies a surface non-polar residue 
(blue).   
(C) Effect of second-site mutations on silencing suppressor activity of p38. Left, expression of a 
reporter GFP transgene with and without mutant and wt p38 in N. benthamiana leaves.  
Photographs were taken at 5-days post-infiltration under ultraviolet light to show the green 
fluorescence of GFP and the red fluorescence of chlorophyll.   Right, accumulation of GFP RNA 
in leaves assayed by RNA blotting using a [α-32P] dCTP-labeled DNA probe corresponding to 
full-length GFP ORF. To detect levels of p38, equal amount of total protein were separated by 
12% SDS-PAGE and subjected to immunoblotting using a polyclonal anti-p38 antibody. 
Performed by Feng Gao and Maitreyi Chattopadhyay. 
 
G3561A alters one of two GW motifs in the CP AGO binding platform   
Since the positive effects of G3561A and U3329C on rev1 were dependent on 
production of p38, one possibility was that the mutations affect the silencing suppressor 
activity of p38.  p38 contains two GW motifs located proximal to the N- and C-termini of 
the protein (120),  both of which are necessary for efficient binding to AGO1 and AGO2 
(120, 123), and for binding to synthetic 19-nt duplex RNAs (160).  The N-terminal GW 
motif is conserved in nearly all carmoviruses and the C-terminal motif is unique to TCV.  
The C-proximal GW motif at position 273 is located on the surface of the protrusion (P) 
domain of p38, while the N-proximal GW motif at position 25 is in the RNA-binding (R) 
domain that is structurally unsolved due to disorganization of the protein in this region 
(Figure 22B).  In addition to the GW motifs, R74, E122, R130 and R137 have been 
reported to be implicated in p38 silencing suppressor activity (119, 157).  However, R74 
disrupts several p38 functions including virion formation, indicating that (at least) this 
defect causes a general disruption of p38 structure (116).  In contrast, R130 did not affect 
virion formation in dcl2-dcl3-dcl4 triple mutant plants (157).  
 Figure 22B shows the location of G3561A and U3329C in the 3-D structure of 
p38.  Strikingly, G3561A replaces a non-polar glycine R group in the C-proximal GW 




disrupting the interaction of this GW motif with AGO1/AGO2 and dsRNAs.  U3329C, 
which causes a conservative phenylalanine to leucine alteration at position 196, maps to 
the surface of p38 in a region of the S domain that is distal to the GW motifs.   There are 
currently no specific activities of p38 associated with this region (S.C. Harrison, personal 
communication). 
         To determine if G3561A or U3329C affect silencing suppressor activity of p38, co-
transient expression assays were conducted by infiltrating Nicotiana benthamiana line 
16c with Agrobacteria carrying a reporter GFP transgene, or the transgene together with 
either wt p38, p38G3561A or p38U3329C.   Leaves infiltrated with the GFP transgene alone 
showed a marked decreased in GFP expression after 5 dpi due to rapid induction of host 
RNA silencing (Figure 22C).   In contrast, co-infiltration with wt p38 suppressed RNA 
silencing allowing for GFP expression and detection.  When leaves were infiltrated with 
GFP along with p38G3561A, a 40%  reduction  in GFP mRNA accumulation was observed, 
supporting previous reports on the importance of at least the C-proximal GW motif for 
efficient RNA silencing (120). Since G3561A only negatively impacts TCV 
accumulation when p38 is synthesized, this suggests that the principal effect of G3561A 
is to reduce silencing suppressor activity of p38.   In contrast, U3329C had no detectable 
effect on silencing suppressor activity of p38 (Figure 22C).   Therefore, these results 
suggest that G3561A and U3329C enhance accumulation of TCV-rev1 using different 
mechanisms, however both mechanisms require p38.  
 
 
The compensatory effects of G3561A and U3329C require DCL proteins 




anti-viral defensive arsenal, targeting structured, imperfect duplexes in viral gRNA or 
double-stranded replicative intermediates (161). In dcl4 mutant backgrounds, DCL2 
becomes the principal anti-viral factor, and may also have an additional role in 
production of secondary vsRNAs that are generated following host RdR synthesis of long 
viral dsRNAs using DCL-generated primers (162). In the absence of p38, TCV 
accumulates to wt levels in dcl2-dcl4 plants but not in plants with defects at single loci 
(120).  In addition, TCV gRNA in the absence of p38 can accumulate to wt levels in 
dcl2-dcl4 protoplasts (116, 163), demonstrating that RNA silencing is active in callus-
derived single cells.  
If G3561A enhancement of TCV-rev1 levels is due to reduced silencing 
suppressor activity of p38G3561A, then G3561A should have no positive effect if cells 
cannot synthesize DCLs that target viral RNAs.  To test this prediction, the effects of 
G3561A and U3329C on TCV-rev1 accumulation were assessed in Arabidopsis dcl2-dcl4 
protoplasts.  TCV-G3561A accumulated in dcl2-dcl4 cells to 85% of wtTCV, supporting 
the suggestion that the negative effect of G3561A on wt protoplasts is primarily due to 
reduced silencing suppressor activity of p38G3561A (Figure 23A, left panel).  Similar to 
results using wt protoplasts, G3561A had no effect on TCV-m21 accumulation.  As 
predicted, G3561A also did not enhance levels of TCV-rev1 in dcl2-dcl4 protoplasts, 
suggesting that DCL2/DCL4 (one or both) are necessary for G3561/rev1 synergy (Figure 
23B, top panel).    
TCV-U3329C accumulated to near wtTCV levels in dcl2-dcl4 cells (Figure 23A, 
bottom panel) and U3329C had no effect on TCV-m21 levels.  Addition of U3329C to 




when U3329C was included with TCVCP-/rev1 in wt protoplasts. These results suggest 
that, as with G3561A, DCL2/DCL4 are necessary for U3329C to have a positive effect 
on TCV-rev1, and, in the absence of the DCLs, the combination of U3329C and A3899U 
(the rev1 alteration) is strongly negative for TCV accumulation. 
 
Figure 23: Compensatory effect of the second-site mutations requires DCL2/DCL4 
and AGO1/AGO2 
(A) Effect of second-site mutations on accumulation of wtTCV, TCV-m21 and TCV-rev1 in 
dcl2-dcl4 protoplasts.  Left, G3561A; right, U3329C.  
(B) Effect of second-site mutations on accumulation of wtTCV, TCV-m21 and TCV-rev1 in 
ago1-ago2 protoplasts. Left, G3561A; right, U3329C.  Viral RNA levels were assayed at 40 hpi 




deviations are shown. *=p<0.05, **=p<0.01 Student’s t-test. 
 
The compensatory effects of G3561A and U3329C require AGO1/AGO2 
  Active DCLs do not by themselves limit virus infection (122), suggesting that 
additional cleavage events mediated by RISC are necessary to clear viruses from plants.  
AGO slicer enzymes are the active components within RISC, and AGO proteins are 
critical for antiviral defense and are popular targets for virus silencing suppressors, 
including p38 (161).  AGO1 and AGO2, which are two of the 10 AGO proteins in 
Arabidopsis, act synergistically to control virus infections and both are targeted by p38 
(120, 121)  
To determine if AGO1/AGO2 are needed for TCV-rev1 compensation by 
G3561A and U3329C, TCV containing the second-site changes in combination with the 
rev1 alteration were assessed in ago1/ago2 protoplasts. TCV-G3561A and TCV-U3229C 
accumulated in ago1/ago2 protoplasts to 68% and 65% of wtTCV, respectively and 
neither second-site mutation significantly affected levels of TCV-m21 or TCV-rev1 
(Figure 23B).   Altogether, these results suggest that neither G3561A nor U3329C are 
compensatory with rev1 in the absence of p38, or when cells lack important components 
of RNA silencing. 
Discussion 
The principal goals of this study were to investigate whether second-site changes 
that arose in the p38 ORF compensated for primary mutations in the 3’UTR, and if so, 
what mechanism(s) might be responsible for such compensation.  Primary-site mutations 




role in a network of structural interactions that connect 3’ elements (136), see Figure 2.   
Such interactions were previously detected by in-line probing, a technique that requires 
the use of short fragments (13). In-line probing of 3’UTR and extended 3’UTR fragments 
showed that: i. mutations generated in H4AL and H4TL disrupt RNA structure in several 
downstream regions  (13, 131, 136);  ii. mutations in the 3’ terminal Pr hairpin and in the 
pseudoknot that connects 3’ terminal residues to hairpin H5 (Ψ1) alter the flexibility of 
residues in H4AL (131); and  iii. flexibilities of H4TL and H4AL residues were altered 
upon RdRp binding to 3’UTR fragments as part of a wide-spread conformational shift 
(13). These findings suggest a critical role for H4 in supporting the structure of the 
3’region, which is likely required for 3’ end-associated activities such as translation 
mediated by the TSS 3’CITE (89),  the long-distance interaction involved in ribosome 
recoding that extends the p28 ORF to synthesize the p88 RdRp (29), and RdRp 
recognition of the promoter for complementary-strand synthesis (13).  Attempts to detect 
structural changes caused by H4AL alterations m21 and rev1 outside of the H4AL region 
using SHAPE and full-length TCV gRNA were not successful (Figure 21).  Likewise, 
SHAPE analysis of the TBSV genome could only account for two of six known long-
distance inter- and intra-domains interactions (24). Therefore, SHAPE analysis using 
NMIA may not be effective for ascertaining disturbances in subtle tertiary interactions 
(159). 
 m21 primary-site alterations were detrimental for virus accumulation in plants and 
protoplasts, and all second-site changes that arose in response to m21 were associated 
with partial reversions including rev1, which leaves only a single base alteration in H4AL 




40% to 65% of wtTCV in Col-0 protoplasts in independent experiments (Figure 16B), 
and 58% to 75% of wtTCV in different mutant protoplast cells (Figure 23).  This highly 
unusual variation in levels of a TCV mutant transcript does not have a definitive 
explanation.  One possibility is that the structure of the transcript when inoculated into 
protoplasts differed in different preparations and experiments (conducted by Vera Stupina 
and myself), affecting early translation/replication events.   
Second-site mutations accumulating in progeny of TCV-m21 transcripts were 
found in several locations proximal to H4 (131), as well as throughout a 400 nt region 
within the upstream p38 ORF (this report).  SHAPE chemical probing revealed that this 
upstream region comprised a domain (Domain2) that includes most of the p38 ORF 
(Figure 17).  When combined with the rev1 alteration, all second-site mutations tested 
enhanced levels of gRNA accumulation compared with those of TCV-rev1 and/or wt 
TCV containing the second-site mutations assayed in the same experiment (Figure 16).  
None of the mutations compensated for m21, suggesting that they arose subsequent to the 
conversion of m21 to rev1.  U3329C was located very near two other second-site changes 
present on both sides of Domain2 hairpin H2-4 (Figure 17), suggesting a possible role for 
regional RNA structure disruption in the U3329C compensatory mechanism.   Primary 
mutations in the 3’ terminal Pr hairpin loop, a region that also affects the higher order 
structure of the 3’UTR (34), gave rise to second-site mutations that cluster in the same 
vicinity on both sides of the H2-4 stem as well as in Domain1 locations very similar to 
second-site mutations of m21 (X. Yuan and A.E.Simon, unpublished results).  We are 
currently testing if other clustered second-site mutations in Domain1 and Domain2 are 




When translation of p38 was blocked, U3329C caused a 4-fold decrease in levels 
of gRNA with the A3899U rev1 alteration, supporting the hypothesis that structural 
alterations caused by U3329C on Domain2 impact the structure of Domain1.  Although 
these proposed structural alterations could not be detected by SHAPE, G3561A 
consistently altered the flexibility of two guanylates in the H4 lower stem, supporting a 
structural connection between Domain1 and Domain2 (Figure 20A and C). This 
particular structural change was G3561A-specific, it did not correlate with compensation 
in general by alterations in Domain2.  RNA:RNA interactions connecting domains 
protruding from a central backbone is consistent with observations of viral RNA genomes 
by CryoEM, which  show condensation of domains in the presence of magnesium, 
suggesting that tertiary interactions connect secondary-structure elements within and 
between RNA domains (164). 
Since G3561A reduced gRNA accumulation by 62%, but had no detrimental 
effect in the absence of P38, the G3561A G→E amino acid alteration negatively impacts 
p38. Several pieces of evidence suggest that this alteration reduces silencing suppressor 
activity of p38 and that this reduction is responsible for the compensatory property of the 
mutation.  These include:  i. p38G3561A has 40% less silencing suppressor activity than wt 
p38 (Figure 22C); ii.  the G→A alteration changes the C-terminal GW motif, known to 
be important for binding to AGOs and dsRNA; iii. G3561A had no compensatory effect 
in the absence of p38;   iv.  G3561A had no compensatory effect if cells lacked one target 
of the p38 silencing suppressor (ago1/ago2); v.  G3561A had no compensatory effect if 




A significant question is how reducing the silencing suppressor activity of p38 
compensates for rev1-associated structural changes in the 3’UTR of TCV.  Any 
mechanism must account for compensation not occurring in the absence of key RNA 
silencing components.  One possibility is that weakening silencing suppressor activity of 
p38 allows for the enhanced production of one or more vsRNAs.  Such a vsRNA could 
benefit the virus by correcting structural defects through complementary pairing.  This 
hypothesis would account for the lack of compensation in the absence of DCL2/DCL4 
and AGO1/AGO2, which are responsible for the production of primary and, 
presumptively, secondary vsRNAs (119, 122, 165).   An alternative explanation for the 
lack of compensation in the ago1/ago2 background is that lack of AGO1 affects 
homeostasis of DCLs, including reduced accumulation of DCL4, which should affect 
primary vsRNAs (120). Several studies have reported that virus- or host-derived small 
RNAs regulate virus accumulation in host cells (166, 167). For example, accumulation of 
HCV in Huh7 cells requires an endogenous microRNA (mi122) (166) and West Nile 
virus (WNV) encodes a miRNA-like vsRNA (KUN-miR-1) that facilitates viral 
replication in mosquito cells (168). Similar to WNV, a microRNA-like vsRNA 
autoregulates Dengue virus 2 replication in mosquito cells (169).  However, enhanced 
production of a vsRNA does not account for the lack of compensation in the absence of 
CP, which would be expected to produce more vsRNAs.  However, the absence of the 
silencing suppressor severely decreases virus levels (Figure 22A), which may negate any 
benefit from enhanced production of a beneficial vsRNA.  
The conservative F to L amino acid alteration in TCV-U3329C had no negative 




activity of the CP (Figure 22C).  These results suggest that the compensatory mechanism 
for U3329C differs from that of G3561A.  Despite this difference, the compensatory 
effect of U3329C on rev1 was also negated in the absence of CP, or in dcl2/dcl4 or 
ago1/ago2 protoplasts.  These findings suggest that, as with G3561A, the compensatory 
mechanism also requires active RNA silencing.   Since the negative effect of combining 
rev1 with U3329C is mitigated in cells with functional DCL2/DCL4 (i.e., with functional 
DCLs, the combination of the two mutations is compensatory, not strongly inhibitory), a 
DCL-produced vsRNA may also play a role in the compensatory effect of U3329C.  One 
possibility is if combined structural changes by rev1 and U3329C create enhanced 
opportunity for interaction with a beneficial vsRNA.  In the absence of the vsRNA (in 
dcl2/dcl4 protoplasts), or when there is no silencing suppressor, these combined 
structural changes must be detrimental, since they result in a 2-fold or 4-fold decrease in 
virus levels, respectively. In conclusion, this is the first example, to our knowledge, of a 
requirement for RNA silencing components for second-site changes to be compensatory 
for mutations in an untranslated region of a virus. As a future experiment deep 
sequencing might be employed to detect the population of small RNAs that might be 








Chapter 5: Overall conclusions 
The genomes of (+)-strand RNA viruses have evolved to integrate multiple 
canonical and non-canonical long- and short-range RNA:RNA interactions  forming  
higher order structures. These can promote multiple functions in host cells, ranging from 
translation initiation to evasion of host defense responses. This dissertation sheds light on 
the role of multiple long- and short-range RNA:RNA interactions that connect dispersed 
regions of the viral genome and modulate vital viral processes in two carmoviruses, SCV 
and TCV. These two viruses are small, uncapped, non-polyadenylated (+)-strand RNA 
viruses. Due to their small size and limited genome capacity SCV and TCV serve as 
excellent model systems for studying structure-function relationships pertaining to viral 
viability in host cells. 
Translation initiation is one of the earliest events during a viral infection.  The 
TCV 3’ CITE, the TSS, binds 80S ribosome and 60S ribosomal subunits and likely 
communicates with the 5’ end via a single ribosome bridge. The PTE of SCV enhances 
translation using a different mechanism, which also differs from the mechanism used by 
the PEMV PTE. As a translational enhancer, PEMV PTE binds to eIF4E, but does not 
directly communicate with the 5’end. For communicating with the 5’ end, the PEMV 
PTE relies on an upstream CITE, the kl-TSS. Here we report that the SCV PTE utilizes 
long-distance RNA:RNA interactions to confer cap-independent translation of its gRNA 
and sgRNA2 (Figure 5 and Figure 7). The SCV PTE joins the growing list of 3’CITEs 
that can bridge the ends of viral genomes, suggesting that a common feature of most of 
these 3’CITEs is to deliver 3’ bound ribosomes or initiation factors via a long-distance 




For nearly all known PTE-containing carmoviruses, the 5’ PTE-interacting 
sequence is found in specific locations in the gRNA and sgRNA2 (90). This raises the 
question about the importance of the location of the PTE-interacting sequence relative to 
the 5’ end. Our analyses of strict positional conservation of the  5’ PTE-interacting 
sequence in the 5’ end led  to the discovery that the process of translation initiation in 
SCV requires the 5’ PTE-interacting sequence to be positioned some distance away from 
the 5’ ends of its gRNA and sgRNA2 reporter transcripts (Figure 12 to Figure 14).  
During these analyses we also identified a conserved CA-rich translational enhancer 
motif (between positions 2498-2506) in the 5’ UTR of sgRNA2 and determined that 
deletion of this region partially contributed to the reduced translational activity of the 
sgRNA2 reporter transcripts (Figure 14).  
The transposition of the 5’PTE-interacting sequence from the gH3 apical loop to 
the apical loop of gH1 was not favorable for translation of the gRNA reporter transcripts, 
suggesting that gH1 plays a separate role in translation other than serving as a scaffold 
element for the long-distance interaction (Figure 13). The exact role of gH1 as a 
translational element in SCV is unknown. One possibility is that gH1 may recruit 
translation initiation factors or ribosomes to facilitate translation initiation. Certain 
viruses have shown to utilize their 5’ terminal hairpin for similar purposes (170, 171). 
The apical loop sequence of gH1 harbors a naturally occurring AUG. Mutating this AUG 
or introducing an upstream AUG out-of-frame reduces PTE-mediated translation 
efficiency suggesting that the PTE-mediated cap-independent translation relies on 5’-end-
dependent scanning rather than on internal ribosome entry (Figure 13).  A similar 5’-end-




Our analyses in chapter 4 have provided evidence for long-distance RNA:RNA 
interactions between Domain1 and Domain2 in the TCV genome. G3561A, a Domain2 
second-site mutation, caused local structural changes in Domain2 and also affected the 
structure of Domain1 by altering the flexibility of the H4 lower stem region (Figure 20). 
The existence of possible structural connections between Domain1 and Domain2 was 
further supported by the finding that another Domain2 second-site mutation U3329C, in 
combination with rev1, impacts the structure of Domain1 (Figure 22, left panel). Since 
none of these second-site changes are in sequences that might canonically pair with the 
primary-site mutation in Domain1, potential long-distance RNA:RNA interactions 
between Domain1 and Domain2 likely occur non-canonically.  
Previously, it was found that several second-site mutations in Domain1 were 
compensatory for virus accumulation and corrected the structural defects caused by the 
primary-site mutations likely via re-establishing RNA:RNA interactions within Domain1. 
Our analyses do not support the hypothesis that long-distance RNA:RNA interactions 
between Domain1 and Domain2 are responsible for the compensatory effects exerted by 
G3561A and U3329C. Instead, we found that a novel mechanism involving host RNA 
silencing machinery is responsible for that effect. G3561A and U3329C, were able to 
partially compensate TCV-rev1 only in the presence of the TCV silencing suppressor 
p38, functional DCLs and RISC (Figure 16, Figure 22 and Figure 23). G3561A reduces 
p38’s silencing suppressor activity (Figure 22), suggesting that an increased production 
of one or more vsRNAs enhances the accumulation of G3561A in conjunction with rev1, 
likely by correcting the structural defects in Domain1, which are associated with the 




likely creates a synergistic structural change making Domain1 more accessible to the 
beneficial effect of low levels of vsRNA. These findings suggest that we need to consider 
host RNA silencing components as a possible contributor of the compensatory effect. We 
will investigate if any additional second-site changes within Domain1 and Domain2 also 
utilize active RNA silencing components to exert the compensatory effect during viral 
accumulation. 
Conventionally, we associate host RNA silencing as a negative regulator for 
viruses. But under certain circumstances it has been found that a small subset of 
beneficial virus-derived siRNAs or host-derived microRNAs often facilitates viral 
propagation in host cells (173-175). If our hypothesis that virus or host-derived small 
RNAs are responsible for correcting the structural defects, which are associated with the 
primary-site mutation, leading to an enhanced viral accumulation in host cells is proven 
to be correct, it will provide a novel insight into the beneficial role of small RNAs in host 
cells.  
Overall, the second-site mutations in the p38 ORF of TCV have revealed that the 
interconnectivity of the 3’UTR extends even further upstream in Domain2. Our analyses 
of long- and short-distance RNA:RNA interactions in TCV and SCV demonstrated that 
the dispersed regions of the viral genomes are connected and likely maintain a global 









Figure A.1: Structure of Domain1 determined using SHAPE and full-length TCV gRNA.  
Location of hairpins H5 and Pr and linker region (L1) are shown. Left is a shorter run of samples. 
















Figure A.2: SHAPE autoradiogram showing structural changes in the vicinity of H2-4 in 
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